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TOWN OFFICIALS
ELECTED/APPOINTED OFFICIALS

ELECTED/ APPOINTED OFFICIALS
3-year elected terms

Board of Selectmen

Terms expire in March
Everett P. McBride, Jr., Chairman
Richard R. Gregory, Vice-Chairman
Ronald

J.

Belanger, Secretary

Philip A. Smith

Stephanie K. Micklon

Budget Committee
Terms expire
Kathleen Cote, Chairman
Stephen Campbell

Terms expire

2005
2006
2007
2005
2006

3-year elected terms
in

Merrow
Peter Rayno
Earl

Arthur Smith

Roland Theberge
Bernard Campbell, School Board Representative

2005
2006
2007
2005
2007
2006
2006

Richard Gregory, Selectmen Representative
3-year appointed terms
Conservation Commission
Terms expire in April
2007
George P. Jones, III, Chairman
2007
William Carter

Thomas Campbell
Frank Grzasko, Alternate
Linda Harvey

William Valentine

Vacancy
Vacancy, Alternate
Richard Gregory, Selectmen Representative
William (Wally) Schultz, Member Emeritis

in

St.

2008
2006
2005
2009
2007

George Maihos, Chairman
Susan Desmet

Downing
Mary Frances Renner

Delbert

Georgette Smith

Ronald Belanger, Selectmen Representative
Irene Marquis, Resident Commissioner

2006
2005
2005
2006
2005
2006

3-year elected terms

Kelley Library Trustees

Terms expire

in

Anna

Museum Committee

3-year appointed terms

Terms expire
Jeffrey Barraclough, Chairman
Beverly Glynn
Kathryn Burke

in

April

2006
2006
2007
2006
2006
2007

Good
Mack

Patricia

Ernest

Dan Zavisza
Philip Smith, Selectmen Representative

Planning Board
Terms expire
Adam Webster, Chairman

3-year appointed terms
in

November

James Keller
Robert

Ellis

Jody LaChance
John Morris

O'Grady

Phyllis

Ron Tony Giordano, Alternate
2006
2007
2005
2007
2006
2005
2007

Victor Mailloux

2006
2007
2005

Willis

3-year appointed terms

Hilaire

March

Rosemarie Hartnett, Chairman
Martha Breen

April

James Cheeseman

Ann

in April

March

Patrick Hargreaves

Council on Aging
Terms expire
Benjamin Holmes, Chairman
Elizabeth Beshara
Brenda Burke
Robert Castricone

5-year appointed terms

Housing Authority

Ronald Belanger, Selectmen Representative

Roland Theberge, Alternate
Vacancy, Alternate
Everett McBride, Selectmen Representative
Recreation Advisory Committee

3-year appointed terms

Terms expire in November
Damon Norcross, Chairman
Dianne Barcellona- Wright
Kerri Ganley

Historic District

Commission

Terms expire
Beverly Glynn, Chairman

in

3-year appointed terms

Mazen Khawatmi

April

Victoria McKiimey-Vareschi

Jeffrey Barraclough

Cynthia

Brown

Kathryn Burke
Patricia

Good

Philip Smith, Selectmen Representative

2005
2006
2006
2007
2006

2007
2006
2005
2007
2006
2005
2007
2005
2006

Richard Murray

Susan Perrault

Anne Priestley
Thomas Woellfel
Robert Bryant, School Board Representative
Stephanie Micklon, Selectmen Representative

2007
2007
2006
2007
2006
2005
2006
2005
2007

OTHER ELECTED OFFICIALS

ELECTED/ APPOINTED OFFICIALS
Rockingham Planning Commission

Moderator

4-year appointed terms
Salem Representatives
Terms expire in July
2008
Richard Cooney
George Fredette
2008
2008
Robert Ellis
Vacancy
2008

Charles

2-year elected term

W. Morse

March 2006

Tax Collector

3- year elected term

March 2005

Cheryl-Arm Bolouk
Tovra Clerk

3- year elected term

March 2005

Barbara Lessard

Supervisors of the Checklist
Janice Habib,
Sheila

Terms expire
Chairman

6-year elected terms
in

March
2008
2010
2006

Murray

Joan Sabatini

Treasurer
John Sytek

3-year elected term

March 2005

NH State Representatives - District 4
Trustees of the Trust Funds

Term expires in March
Harley Featherston, Chairman
Michael Garofalo
Robert Carpinone
Welfare Fair Hearing Committee

Term expires

Mark Dufour, Sr.
Hope Micklon-Joudrey
Vacancy

in

Terms Expire November 2006

3-year elected terms

W. Morse,

Charles

2007
2005
2006

3-year appointed terms

September

Ronald

J.

Richard R. Cooney
Janeen Dalrymple
Anthony R. DiFruscia
Christopher L. Doyle

Mary E.
2006
2006
2006

D.

J.

Griffin

Bettencourt

Russell F. Ingram

John

J.

Manning,

Jr.

McMahon
Cobum

Charles E.

Zoning Board of Adjustment 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in April
Kathy Cote, Chairman
2006
James Broadhurst, Alternate
2005
Curtis Davis, Alternate
2006
Michael Herrick, Alternate
2006
Edward Huminick, Alternate
2001
Edith Hyatt
2006
Les Miller
2006
Daniel Norris
2007
Joseph Scionti, Past Chairman
2007
John Smith, Alternate
2005

State Senator

Belanger

James B.

Anne K.

Priestley

Kevin Waterhouse

-

District
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Salem
Salem
Salem

Windham
Windham
Windham
Salem
Salem
Salem

Windham
Windham
Salem

Windham

BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND TOWN MANAGER
BOARD OF SELECTMEN

Standing: Stephanie K. Micklon. Philip A. Smith. Seated: Ronahl

J.

Bekmger

(Secretaiy),

Everett P. McBride, Jr. (Chairman), Richard R. Gregory (Vice-Chairman).

This past year was very challenging, yet rewarding for the Board of Selectmen. As Chairman,

my first order of business was to bring professionalism
Selectmen meetings.

I

and decorum back to the Board of

believe that has been accomplished.

The Board of Selectmen moved forward with a software upgrade project incorporating Salem's
entire infrastructure. This project is known as SAMIAM. This endeavor will allow the Town to
evaluate our water system, sewer system, and road conditions, and will give us necessary

information to

make

decisions on improvements and upgrades.

The Board of Selectmen
fire station

located

at

is

presenting a plan for your consideration to replace the 100 year old

with the construction of a

the

comer of North Main

purpose of building a new

new

Street

fire station in

north Salem on town land.

The land

is

and Arlington Pond Court and was purchased for the

fire station.

1 lead the negotiations in the hiring of our new town manager. Dr. Henry E.
LaBranche. This decision has been a catalyst for improvement in how our town is managed.
The hiring of Dr. LaBranche was the most important decision made by the Board of Selectmen.

As Chairman,

These are just a few highlights from
forward

to

even greater success

in

Respectfully submitted,
Everett P. McBride,

Jr.,

Chairman

this past year.

2005.

With

Dr.

LaBranche

at

the helm,

we

look

TOWN MANAGER
Leadership

is first

about investing

in

your people

to not

performance but to provide opportunities for them

only

set the expectations for

to acquire or

the organizations goals.

Salem

workforce whose desire

it

is

hone the

is

skills

needed to meet

blessed with a talented

to set "the gold standard" for

municipal service. Over the past few months

we have

spent

considerable time revisiting our priorities and reestablishing a
strong

commitment

to quality services. Quality can only

achieved with commitment over time and

employee

to dedicate

be

further requires each

it

themselves to doing a better job each and

every day.

Further,

it

has

become

clear to

me that the Town

of Salem

is at

a

crossroads and must begin the process of re-investing in itself

Given our demographic conditions and the

fact that

we need

to

bring forty year old facilities and structures into the twenty-first
century,
set the

it

is

imperative that

we be

To develop and implement

•

proactive in this arena. Therefore, as

Town Manager, have
I

following goals for myself:

a plan that results in a comprehensive approach to investing in

our infrastructure.

To

•

invest in the

development

Town

of Salem workforce by providing necessary professional

activities that will result in higher levels

of performance throughout the

organization.

To be an advocate

•

for the taxpayer,

by supporting and proposing

a Capital

Improvement

Plan and annual budgets that distribute the tax burden equitably over time.

The

Walter Deming, a noted expert

late Dr.

in a total quality

management model, once

said

"without questions there are no answers." The approved Capital Improvement Plan provides the

many questions that have been asked during my brief tenure as your Town Manager.
"When do we bring back the construction of a new police station?", "When do
we do the improvements to Rt. 28?", "Can we really afford a new fire station in North Salem?",
"When can expect my road to get fixed?", and "What's this all going to cost and how will
answers

to

Questions

I

like:

I

impact

my taxes?" Long range planning will

not eliminate the cost to bring our infrastructure

and as Thoreau was fond of saying,
what they don't aim at." With the understanding and support of the
community we have every intention of hitting our targets. Infrastructure improvements not only
add value to our inventory, they attract new business and they maintain the quality of life to
which we have become accustomed.

back

to standard but

"People seldom

it

will allow us to systematically plan

hit

Concerning our budget there are several matters that the citizens of Salem will be asked to
support. The Municipal Budget committee cut approximately $712,000 from the Board of
Selectmen's proposed budget.
that cut.

Among the

We will be requesting restoration of approximately $213,000 of

several items that

we

are seeking reconsideration

is

the restoration of the

Senior

Command

staffed at the

Staff position in the Police Department, a position that will bring us back to be

same of level

as communities of comparable size. Also, the funds necessary to

support the technology and software to conduct our re-evaluation
addressed.

The majority of the remaining

is

a requirement that

must be

requests address the need to continue with certain

equipment for the fire department and health insurance contributions for
The remaining articles for the first deliberative session are related
to recommended collective bargaining agreements for four unions. With the exception of the
Department of Public Works union, the requests are to implement the second year of a three year
maintenance

activities,

the administrators association.

agreement. In the case of DPW, this proposal

is

the

first

year of a three year agreement.

I would be remiss if I did not speak to the proposal to build a new substation for the Fire
Department in North Salem which will be presented at the second deliberative session. Other
than the neighborhood road program, this represents our most ambitious project for 2005. This
facility is a must. Although the current station has served us well for many years, it is time to
bring our standards to a higher level in every aspect of public and personnel safety and service.
Investing in the current facility can no longer be justified and the residents in the North Salem
segment of our community need this upgrade.

Assuming we can

affect a

number of improvements during

process, not the least of which
acquisition of a

new

fire

is

engine,

this

forthcoming annual meeting

the continuation of the neighborhood road program and the

we will be well

positioned to

move

implementation of our ten year Capital Improvement Program.

forward in the

When

adding these projects to

others such as the purchase of land for fiiture expansion of our water treatment plant and the
installation

Salem

will

of the Intelligent Transportation System in advance of the widening of interstate 93,
have demonstrated its proactive commitment to not only maintain our existing

investments, but also to prepare for

its fiature.

acknowledge the many volunteers who devote enormous hours and
make Salem a strong community through their various planning
responsibilities. Although this is just my first year serving as your Town Manager, it is my
sixteenth year of being but a small part of a very special place. Our quality of life is created and
sustained by the Town's volunteers and its work force, an outstanding school system, the added
value brought about by a healthy business climate, and leadership committed to continuous
improvement. From another perspective but equally as important perspective, the Town of
Salem is indeed fortunate to be served by Maureen Witley, my Executive Assistant. Without her
assistance over these past few months it would have been difficult for me to make any progress.
It is in that spirit that we eagerly look forward to continuing to play a part in Salem success story.
In closing,

I

would

like to

significant talent to helping

Respectfiilly submitted,

Henry

E. LaBranche,

EdD, Town Manager

TOWN DEPARTMENTS
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
on line at visionappraisal.com. This
pubHc the opportunity of doing research on our data base at their
convenience rather than requiring them to come to the Town Hall. Our office is now gearing up
for our scheduled valuation update in 2006. The majority of the project will be done in house but
will require some assistance from outside consultants. Our office will be visiting homes that sell
over the next 1 8 months in order to verify the accuracy of our data. This is necessary in order for

The Assessors'

office continues to offer our assessment data

service has helped give the

us to be able to accurately value properties in 2006. Veterans and elderly (over 65)
for tax credits.

may qualify

We invite you to call our office to see if you qualify.

New construction of residential properties remained strong especially with the age 55+ projects.
Although the market has slowed, the average sale price of residential homes over the

months
1

would

is

now

like to thank

Mary Ann

my staff for their continued hard work and dedication. Barbara Sweeney,
made my job a lot easier and look forward to

Bell and Cathy Arsenault have

working with them

in the

coming

I

year.

Respectfully submitted,

Normand

last six

over $325,000.

Pelletier,

Assessor

Summary

of Inventory

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Mission

To provide

information, technical expertise and services to the

community

to plan,

coordinate; the natural, constructed, and economic environment of Salem in order
better quality of life for its citizens.

manage, and

to provide a

Operations
staff consists of William J. Scott, Director and
Carolyn Maldonado, Administrative Assistant. The divisions of the Community Development
Department are: Building Inspection; Health; and Planning. The Director also serves as a special
projects coordinator for the Town Manager, and facilitates the development of the Capital
Improvements Plan. In 2004 the Department has worked on projects such as the following:

The Community Development Department

Systems
During the past year the department began working with the Federal Highway Administration
Intelligent Transportation

Community Development

to

The

establish the parameters for accessing the $750,000, Federal grant for the project.

Office has continued a joint design process with the State Department
Town and State technologies. In the short term, during the 1-93

of Transportation to integrate the

Town and the construction
of traffic. The long-range plan for ITS
involves the integration of the technology as a response to extreme peak traffic, poor weather
conditions, and accidents.
construction phase, ITS will allow the coordination between the
activity to

The

accommodate

parallel alternate routing

project objectives, developed as a result of the ITS Architecture Master Plan,

summarized

improving the economic vitality of the corridor as well as resident's
mobility, security, and quality of life in an intelligent and cost-effective approach:

below, are aimed

•

at

Increasing the operational efficiency of the Route 28 corridor and other major arterial streets
in the

town;

•

Mitigating short-term traffic impacts during the Interstate 93 (1-93) widening project, as well
as long-term management of spillover effects from 1-93 congestion and incidents;

•

Reducing the negative impacts of traffic congestion on the delivery of emergency services
the community;

•

Improving the delivery of public works and public safety services within the
through ITS technologies;

•

Coordinating ITS strategies to mitigate traffic impacts due to new commercial development
in the Route 28 corridor using funds raised through development impact fees;

•

Leveraging benefits from statewide ITS initiatives such as the New Hampshire (NH)-Maine
(ME)-Vermont (VT) Traveler Information Online (TRIO) project, AMBER Alert and "511"

Town

in

of Salem

telephone traveler information; and
•

Promoting improved real-time interagency and interstate traffic and emergency management
coordination among agencies in New Hampshire and bordering Massachusetts.

•

This section presents an ITS Vision to guide the implementation of ITS over a 1 0-year
project deployment timeframe. This vision reflects project objectives, presents planning and
implementation principles necessary for successful ITS deployment, and describes the
perceived benefits the

Town of Salem will

accrue fi-om these deployments.

SE-TRIP - Salem Employee Trip Reduction Integration Project
The Salem Employee Trip Reduction hitegration Project (SE-TRIP)

is

in the preliminary stages

of a Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) proposal to the State. The proposal was
accepted and the project has received preliminary notification of funding for $920,000. The
project will establish an integrated multimodal transportation system for supporting workers and
residents in Salem and Derry, composed of three closely linked elements:
•

A Transportation Management Association (TMA) will develop employee transportation
benefit programs to achieve trip reduction.

TMAs have been used effectively in the Boston
traffic congestion. A TMA is currently

suburbs to promote alternative commutes and reduce
getting started in the Greater Portsmouth area.
•

A commuter/employment transit service connecting Derry and

Salem. Derry

is

the largest

single source of commuters to jobs in Salem.
•

A bicycle/pedestrian facility connecting major employment, retail,

and residential
comprehensive approach to creating parallel and
perpendicular access points along a section of the route 28 corridor in Salem. The scope of
the corridor project is related to the presence of major employers and the intention to make
concentrations.

It

will involve a

connections between transportation opportunities and employment centers.

Capital Improvements Plan - 2005 to 2010
Major

Town

Facilities

Construction History

General Fund Debt

Compared

Public Facility Construction

to Population

Growth

30,000

Central Fire '67

25,000

Town

Hall '67

20,000

Library '66
15,000

Police Sta. '60

10,000
d,»(\^

5,000

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2006 to 2014 Projects
The remaining years of the CIP represent a Ust of projects that are programmed to follow the
2005 projects and establish a conceptual fiscal budget for out years. (See Appendix d for 2005 to
2014 Project Profiles) The establishment of a ten-year spreadsheet has created a fiiture snapshot
of the impacts associated with the concurrence of projects. The out year projects are sequenced
to address a relationship between projects such as Route 28 and the 1-93 project. The
reconstruction of Route 28 and the redevelopment of the Depot are plarmed for implementation
after the possible construction and detouring period associated with 1-93. The timing ensures that
the Town work does not conflict with possible detouring fi-om the 1-93 project. The delay in the
Depot project and Route 28 reconstruction will take advantage of at least one year of analysis
period between the end of the 1-93 construction and the Route 28 work. This allows for
incorporation of traffic data associated with a wider 1-93, which may affect Route 28 traffic
patterns and eventual plans.
be created by the redevelopment of Rockingham
SE-TRIP, the Central West Fire Station, and the Depot represent projects

In addition to 1-93 a considerable impact could

Park.

The ITS

project,

which are partially established to mitigate the impacts associated with the redevelopment.
Depending on the redevelopment plan there could be a shift in the CIP approach to coordinate

Town work with private work to

create public private partnership opportunities. Therefore, the

key to the CIP plan is not a stoic approach without flexibility; to the contrary the CIP is a
document in the out years which realizes that the Town should prepare itself in advance with
carefiil detailed

planning to address multiple versions of ftiture impacts.

10

Conclusions 2004

We consider Community Development as an internal consulting organization providing technical
and organizational services

community

projects.

By

to the public

and fellow departments toward implementing
we are able to draw upon the expertise of the

serving in this role

departments and ensure that their needs and their client's needs are met. Articulating the fact that
projects are derived from a comprehensive public approach is a focal point to our plan and
project development.

Respectfully submitted,

William

J.

Scott,

Coimnunity Development Director

BUILDING DIVISION
The Building Division is available to assist anyone with questions or concerns during the hours
of 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday for permit processing.
The Division is supported by Chief Building Official Samuel Zannini, Building Inspector
Warren Winter, Electrical Inspector Ken Sherwood and the Building Secretary Dorma Mae
D'Agata. This Division is responsible for overseeing construction within its jurisdiction by
implementation and enforcement of local codes and ordinances.

The Town of Salem is required to comply with the International Residential Code (IRC) 2003,
Commercial and Industrial International Residential Code (IBC) 2000, the National Electrical
Code NFPA70 and the International Plumbing Code (IPC) 2000.
Department and Plumbing/Electrical Departments 2004
Much of the activity for the year revolved around
the management of inspections and permitting for large multifamily projects. This is represented
by larger projects such as: Carlton Oaks - 1 12, Kensington Place - 88, and Commons
Development - 120 of multifamily units under construction and nearing completion at the time
of this report.

The attached

tables titled Building

indicate the permit activity and fees for 2004.

As

indicated in the following tables the activity remained constant over

many

categories.

August 2003, the fee revenue increased by 23%. Based on the
analysis conducted in 2002, the operating costs for providing permit services were stated as
$334,250. Providing for a conservative increase of 20% from 2002 estimated costs the costs
would be $401,100 for 2004. The revenues for 2004, subsequent to the fee increase, are
However, due

to a fee increase in

$440,783.71. Therefore, the revenue over the estimated operating costs

Chief Building Official Samuel Zarmini

is

also the liaison to the

Respectfully submitted,

Samuel Zannini, Chief Building

Official

11

is

$106,533.71.

Zoning Board of Adjustment.

Plumbing

/

Electrical

Departments - 2004

|

Sewer Pump/ Alarm Wir.

Information concerning food outbreaks and food recalls are provided to this office and a grant

from

program allowed the acquisition of new technology. This new equipment and an

this

inspection data base will assist in improving, monitoring and documentation of inspectional
activities.

Special Projects

West Nile Virus:

A comprehensive mosquito control program was conducted this year which

included mosquito testing as well as larvaciding of wetlands and catchbasins. Three (3) positive
birds were found in Salem this year and no positive pools of mosquitoes were detected. A new

component of the program this year included the spraying of adult mosquitoes in the area of the
High School prior to the Fourth of July celebrations. This initiative was conducted for nuisance
control and, according to feedback from citizens, appeared to be a successful effort. In addition
to West Nile Virus, Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE) was detected in NH this year. Our
current program provides some protection to EEE via surveillance, treatment of stagnant areas
and public education. Continuous of this program next year will be critical to the ongoing
success in controlling the spread of West Nile Virus as well as Eastern Equine Encephalitis.

Groundwater Protection Program:

NH Department of Environmental
reclassification.

As

required

by

In accordance with the provisions of

Services approved the

this

program,

are subject to an inspection every three years.

Practices Rules
facilities that

identified in

(BMPs)

all

Town's request

NH RSA 485-C, the

for

groundwater

businesses within the protected watershed areas

The

State

of New Hampshire's Best Management

are utilized during this audit type of inspection. These rules apply to

handle larger-than-household quantities of regulated substances. These

New Hampshire's

all

facilities are

Groundwater Protection Act (RSA 485-C) as Potential

Contamination Sources (PCSs). The purpose of the

BMPs outlined in the rules is to prevent a

The BMPs in the rules are essentially common-sense operating
have already been adopted by businesses interested in minimizing their

release of regulated substances.
practices that

environmental

Two

liability.

wellhead protection areas have been delineated in the western portion of Salem and

it is

the

Town's water resources from degradation by improper use of
regulated substances. This program involves the inspection of commercial facilities which
goal of this program to protect the

utilize,

handle, store, and/or produce regulated substances (hazardous materials) that are greater

than or equal to 5 gallons. This program

is

basically a non-regulatory approach to protect, and

encourage others to protect, groundwater and sources of public drinking water. Please refer
Figure

1

to

regarding the number of potential contaminant sites within the delineated groundwater

protection areas. Figure 2 depicts the percent of activity relative to

my other inspectional

duties.

Private Wells: Drinking water from private wells in Salem sometimes contains contaminants

Only a water quality

at

by a competent laboratory, can assure
that your family is protected. It is for this reason that the town requires all new wells be tested
and problems corrected prior to issuance of an occupancy permit. However, it is equally
important that existing wells be tested on a regular basis to ensure the water is safe to drink.
levels that can pose health risks.

15

test,

The following contaminants, some naturally-occurring and

New Hampshire:

private well water in

others

man-made, have been found

uranium, volatile organic chemicals (VOCs).

It is

recommended

that private wells

be tested

annually for bacteria and nitrates, every 3-5 years for Arsenic, Lead, Manganese, pH,
other inorganics, and every 5-10 years for
the

in

arsenic, bacteria, fluoride, nitrate, radium, radon, sodium,

VOCs.

NH Department of Environmental Services'

Additional information

website

at

Radon and

may be obtained on

www.des.state.nh.us/wseb.

Mercury Thermometer Exchange Program: During the month of May the Town of Salem
conducted a mercury thermometer recycling program. Salem residents were able to drop off
mercury thermometers at the Health Department at Town Hall and receive a free nonmercury thermometer. A satellite program was also conducted simultaneously at the Ingram
their old

Senior Center. Mercury
children and pregnant

home and have

it

is

a heavy metal that can pose a health threat, especially to young

women. The

intent

of this program was to remove

incinerated and released into the environment via the combustion stack.

program

will

this material

from the

properly recycled. Items containing mercury which end up in the trash

be offered again during the spring and

fall

It is

may be

anticipated that this

of 2005. Please handle mercury

containing products properly:

•

Never throw

glass thermometers, old thermostats, or fluorescent tubes in the trash or

recycling bin.
•
•

Never pour mercury down the

Store mercury containing products in a safe place, such as an unbreakable plastic
container,

It

drain.

away from

children and pets.

has been a rewarding experience to serve the community and

I

welcome any comments

or

suggestions from the residents of Salem.

Respectfully submitted,

Brian A. Lockard, Health Officer

PLANNING DIVISION
The Town of Salem's Planning Division consists of Planning Director Ross Moldoff and
Administrative Secretary Maureen Sullivan. Our primary responsibility is administering the
Town's land use controls, including subdivision, site plan, and zoning ordinances. This involves
extensive dealings with the public, reviewing plans and proposals, signing permits, inspecting

and working with other Town staff, consultants, and applicants. We arrange Planning
Board and Conservation Commission meetings throughout the year, and serve as staff to these
citizen volunteers. Given Salem's population and development activity, the volume of this
administrative work takes up most of our available time.
sites,

Our

other major responsibility is long-range planning for the community. This involves updating
and implementing the Town's Master Plan, proposing new regulations to control land
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development, preparing planning studies and working on a variety of miscellaneous projects for
the betterment of the

Town.

Planning Division highlights for 2004 are discussed below
Planning Board: Coordinated 23 regular meetings with 158 agenda items, a Public Hearing on
Zoning Amendments in January and a separate work session on zoning amendments in October.
Large projects approved in 2004 included a new retail store for Ski Haus on South Broadway,
senior housing projects on Lawrence Road (30 units) and Veterans Memorial Parkway (142
units), a 9 lot subdivision on Millville Circle and 2 commercial buildings on Keewaydin Drive.
Work sessions were scheduled at the beginning of most regular meetings to discuss specific
planning topics such as code enforcement, sidewalk master plan, impact fee study, growth
management, affordable housing and potential zoning amendments. The Board met with the
Board of Selectmen to discuss joint goals for the Town in June. Another major effort this year
was drafting amendments to the subdivision and site plan regulations which were adopted by the
Board in September.
Conservation Commission: Coordinated 13 meetings with 31 agenda items. Projects included
wetland filling for industrial project on Keewaydin Drive, disturbance of Prime Wetland for
expansion of Merrimack Golf Club off Pond Street, driveway/roadway crossings, and several
retaining walls and docks on lakes. Substantial time was spent working with High School intern
Michael Harvey, who produced an excellent booklet on bird-watching in Salem and working
with consultant

Mark West on

Commission sponsor

a Nature

the Prime

Walk

Wetland mapping project.

in the

Town

Forest to

We also helped the

commemorate Earth Day

in April.

Zoning Amendments: Worked with the Plarming Board to prepare 17 amendments to the
zoning ordinance and zoning map, including a new impact fee ordinance, deleting major home
occupations, prohibiting electronic signs, 3 zoning

map revisions, and 4 new Prime Wetland

designations. Prepared legal notices and warrant/ballot articles and set

Code Enforcement: Reviewed

permit applications for

new

up public hearings.

single family dwellings, commercial

and accessory apartments, signs, and occupancy requests.
Investigated numerous complaints and inspected sites for compliance with approved plans.

buildings/alterations, in-law

Other: Collected $44,000 in road impact fees for Pelham Road and

Rt.

28 corridors as part of

the Planning Board's site plan approval process. Collected $1 10,000 in school impact fees.

Processed escrow funds for outside plan reviews and performance guarantees. Worked with

Garden Club on Commercial Landscaping Awards. Worked with GIS manager Bob Gannon
update Prime Wetland maps. Assisted

to

Town

Attorney with court cases involving electronic sign
on South Broadway and change-of-use on Stiles Road. Worked with consultant Bruce Mayberry
on impact fee ordinance and with traffic consultant VHB on traffic signal project at Veterans

Memorial Parkway and Geremonty Drive

Upcoming

Issues: Issues

intersection.

we will be working on

in

2005 include adoption of background

reports and fee schedules for school, recreation, and public safety impact fees, using independent

inspections and certified plans for improved enforcement efforts, adoption of a revised sidewalk
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master plan, and preparing zoning amendments dealing with building height, parking
requirements and affordable housing.

We urge citizens to participate in planning for the Town's future by reading the Town's Master
Plan and Land Use Controls, attending meetings or watching them on Cable Channel 17,
volunteering for subcommittees or Board openings, writing letters, visiting the Planning Office,

and viewing the Town's Internet

Web page at www.townofsalemnh.org

.

Respectfully submitted,

Ross Moldoff, Planning Director

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
The Finance Department is comprised of many fiinctions that interact with all departments
within the Town of Salem and the community. These functions include investing of Town
funds, budget preparation and control, payroll, purchasing, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, and water and sewer billing.

The Finance Department was involved

in

many projects this year, including: Woodbury,
Demand and Benefit Assessment; and the

Mathias, Robertson, and North Policy Sewer Project;

Road Program, to name a few. The Finance area had a few alterations completed in 2004 due
new heating and air conditioning system. I want to thank all the departments that
accommodated my staff during our transition.

to

the

The Town was approved for reimbursement in cormection with the MtBE contamination in the
Blake Road area. In 2004, we received over $600,000 fi-om the GREE fund and the funds fi-om
the Environmental Protection Agency.

Town portion was

This is an increase of $ .33 from
and County tax rate increased in 2004 by
$.41 per thousand dollars of assessed valuation fi-om the 2003 rate.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the employees of the Finance Department. The
Finance Department continues to be a success with their dedicated service to the employees and

The

2004 tax
Tax Rate.

actual

the 2003

rate for the

Overall, the

Town, School,

the residents and businesses in the

set at $ 6.96.

State

Town of Salem.

Respectfully submitted,

Linda Casey, Finance Director
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FIRE

DEPARTMENT

2004 closed out the first century of service to the community by the Salem Fire Department.
Salem has been described as 3 villages and 2 hamlets that grew outward until the development
filled in the empty spaces in between. Each of the three major villages clustered around a
school, a church, a general store and a post office developed their own fire company. On May
13, 1905 Hose Company 1 (located at the Depot) and Hose Company 2 (located at the Center)
joined with the North Salem Fire Company to become the Salem Fire Department. As is
appropriate in next year's report

we will

include a brief history of the department highlighting

its

significant events.

In

its

own right 2004 was somewhat of a remarkable year in that the department

wildland

fires this year.

As

the fire service

recording keeping systems, wildland fires

moves

is

the

to

more

new nomenclature used

to report

Salem may expect 100
of Rockingham County.

historically referred to as brush fires. In a typical year
fires, in

2004 there were 35 reported

in all

experienced no

nationally recognized reporting and

to

what was
150 wildland

2004 we responded to 3970 emergency incidents. This was a decrease of 128 under
of 4098. Our historic response patterns remained the same as 2,765 of the
incidents or 70% were for emergency medical purposes.

That

said, in

last year's total

There were some personnel changes in 2004; Firefighter John Van Gelder (28 years of service),
retired and Firefi^ter Jeffery Jensen activated to military service with the 468"' Engineer
Detachment spent the year serving in Iraq.

One person was promoted during 2004;

Firefighter

Thomas

Tetreault to Fire Inspector.

We also welcomed aboard new employees; Firefighter Stephen Coonrod
Galvin. Each of these

new employees brings

the fire department to continue to

special talents, skills

grow and prosper
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in the future.

and

and Firefighter Dennis

abilities that will

enable

The North Salem

Fire Station

Committee has concluded

its

work and has recommended

the

construction of a 6,428^ft station with a total project cost not to exceed $1,240,395, on the

owned

Arlington Pond Court.

To complete

Town

Board of Selectmen
commissioned the committee to use the "design^uild" construction technique. Although
design/build appears to be widely used in the Midwest for most municipal projects the same
cannot be said for New England. Here it has been mostly a private sector approach to reduce
construction design costs and construction time; as this project has shown it can have municipal
applications. A limiting factor to preventing its wider use appears to be a lack of public
lot at

1

this project the

understanding about the design/build construction process.

As 2004

closed so did

some

projects to

improve communications and record keeping within the

department. Networked computers were installed in

all

the stations allowing instant written

communications throughout the department. That made possible the installation of the "Red
Alert" fire department management and record keeping software. The "Red Alert" software
assists in computer aided dispatch, fire report creation, state and federal record reporting
requirements, and training & inspection record data bases.
Also, the "Reverse 911" communications system

allows the

Town

departments to

call

was completed. This communications system

telephones in a designated geographical area and deliver

recorded messages containing emergency information requiring immediate attention.

The last communication project; the installation of a fire department transmission antenna on the
Lawrence Road water tank is approximately 90% as of the writing of this document and should
be completed by Town Meeting.

As we

enter 2005, the

men and women of the Salem

Fire

Department look forward

to

maintaining our tradition of providing the highest level of service to the citizens of Salem.

SALEM BUREAU OF FIRE PREVENTION
2004 the Fire Prevention Bureau continued to develop products and services to benefit the
community and reduce our fire losses. Through grants and donation the bureau was able to
purchase 600 smoke detectors for our citizens. The detectors were made available to any resident
In

who

requested them.

Two

hundred and

fifty

were distributed with the annual Christmas food

baskets to needy residents. Wal-Mart donated $2000 towards the project and assisted in us with
the purchase of detectors. Also this year

was

the

first

time the bureau distributed a fire
in house and provide a spot light of

prevention calendar.

The

fire related activities

and safety messages each month. The calendars are being distributed

Town offices and

fiiU

color calendars

were produced

fire stations.
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at

the addition of Inspector Thomas E. TetreauU
have required considerable training time; Inspector TetreauU has begun his required training
and should complete the
Fire Prevention Permit Activity
initial phase by midyear.
Battalion Chief Bennett was

The departure of Inspector Timothy Kenney and
Jr.

elected to the Executive

Board of the

New

Hampshire

Fire Prevention Society and

m
0)

300

f
5

200
100

D

2000 2001

will

Permits closed

wide issues of fire
protection. Revised Fire
Codes were submitted to the
Planning Board for review
and inclusion in the 2005

Permits open

were

be representing the

in State

warrant

2002 2003 2004

article.

The

revisions

add mandatory language
passed down from the State
Fire Marshal and delineate

Year Issued

responsibilities

Town

Permits issued

of the Fire Prevention Bureau. A number of complicated fire service problems
and plans were developed to institute corrective action through the

identified this year

various departments in

Town.

2005 looks to be a busy year, many residential developments that were approved in 2004 are
now under construction. The inspections and consultations with the designers and builders is an
ongoing collaborative process that helps insure the safety of our residents and allows the Town
to mitigate fire losses.

Respectfiilly submitted,

Arthur E. Barnes, Fire Chief

SOUTHEASTERN N.H. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MUTUAL AID DISTRICT
The Southeastern

New

Hampshire Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid

District is organized as a

regional solution to the hazardous materials response problem.

The purpose

of the District is to prepare our communities, regionally, for responses to
hazardous materials incidents, both with training and equipment. The 16

communities

that

comprise the

district are:

Auburn, Atkinson, Candia,

Deny, East Derry, Hampstead, Hooksett, Litchfield,
Londonderry, Pelham, Plaistow, Sandown, Salem, and Windham.
Approximately 400 square miles, and a population of approximately
150,000 residents are covered by the District's response area.
Chester, Danville,

The

District is

managed by an Operations Committee,

member community, who

consisting of a Chief Officer fi-om each

carry out the day-to-day business of the organization; and a Board of
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Directors, consisting of an elected or appointed

member community, who

member of municipal government

provide oversight and

fiscal

management. The

highest level of response available for Hazardous Materials, Level

District resources include

two response

oil spill and
communications
equipped for the team. The District trailers and truck

trailers;

trailer

are strategically located to respond to
trailer is

equipped with generators,
suits,

any community requesting them.

An EMS Mass

Casualty

located in Londonderry, available for response to medical incidents with a large

of patients.

number

A new addition this year is a decontamination trailer supplied to the team by the State

of New Hampshire, Office of Emergency Management. This
a large

each

"A"

decontamination equipment, chemical reference material, protective
equipment, and a response truck and

in

District provides the

number of people

affected

by a

trailer is

equipped to decontaminate

HAZMAT or weapons of mass destruction incident.

Training Overview 2004
The Hazardous Materials Team has had an active year with over 80 hours of training. The Team
participated in full-scale exercises in the towns of Pelham, Salem and Londonderry. In the
Londonderry exercise, the Hazmat Team and the Southern NH Special Operations Unit trained
together on a scenario that included hazardous chemicals and a criminal threat.

The Team has

also trained with other agencies, such as the

NH State Police and the FBI.

Both

agencies provided instruction and training on the identification and safe operating procedures for

explosive devices. The
the

Army First

Team continues to conduct Weapons of Mass Destruction training with
Team fi-om Natick, MA .In addition to this the team continually

Civil Support

trains in the area

of confined space rescue.

The Team has made several mutual aid alliances, especially with the Souhegan Mutual Aid
Response Team (SMART), which includes the city of Nashua. This is a benefit in the event of a
which requires mutual aid. All sixteen fire departments in the HAZMAT
have completed training in decontamination that was provided by certified instructors on
the Team.
large-scale incident,
District

The Response Team
made up of 40 members drawn

The response team

is

within the District.

The team

fi-om the ranks of the fire departments
of 30 technician level members (TMs), four
communication specialists (CSs) and six technician team leaders (TTLs). In addition to members
drawn from a fire department background the team also includes persons fi-om various
backgrounds that act as advisors to the team in their specific areas of expertise. These advisors
include an industrial chemist, a microbiologist, a medical examiner and a member fi"om the
Londonderry Police Department. Activation of the team is made by the request of the local

incident

commander through

consists

the Derry Fire Dispatch Center.

respond via alphanumeric pagers. The team
one of these three levels:
•

Level

One

-

community

is

Single Resource Response. This
in containing an

The team

is

then notified to

available to respond to chemical based incidents at

is

usually a request for a spill trailer to assist a

unplanned fixed volume hydrocarbon release.

leader will respond with the dispatched resource.
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A technical team

•

Two - Team Leader Response. This is a request by a community for a team leader
response to a community to assist in the disposition of an incident involving a known or
Level

unknown
leaders.

•

chemical. This response consists of the entry/command trailer and two team

It is

Level Three
all

sometimes supplemented by a small group of support technicians.
-

Full

Team

Response. This

the response of the

is

whole

District

team including

personnel and mobile equipment.

Team Training
Prior to being accepted as a

member of the technical

team, certain prerequisites must be met.

They include passing an occupational physical every two

years, completing an

technician level course that covers the competencies outline in

Regularly scheduled

Team training is held

as a

minimum

CFR 29

approved 80-hour

1910.120 and

NFPA 473.

10 months a year with no training in

July and August.

Respectfully submitted for the District,

Paul Hopfgarten, Chairman, Board of Directors

W.

Michael

Carrier,

Chairman, Operations Committee

REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Your

Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of

local Forest Fire

Forests

& Lands cooperate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New Hampshire.

To

help us

your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is
required before doing ANY outside burning. A fire permit is required for all outside burning
unless the ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of
assist you, contact

Environmental Services also prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are
encouraged to contact the local fire department or DBS at 1-800-498-6868 or
www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and
responsibility. Help us to protect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more information
contact the Division of Forests

This

last

year was fairly wet throughout the spring and

season with an active

and over the

report

the

was reorganized

into three regions with smaller Forest

Ranger

Districts

we have added two Forest Rangers. The fifteen State fire towers
on many fires throughout the State and they completed many other

last several

first to

summer months; however we finished
demand for services, the

season. In order to meet an increased

fall fire

Forest Protection Bureau

were the

& Lands (603) 271-2217, or online at www.nhdfl.org.

years

danger days. The State implemented a program called Tower Quest to
fire towers and the need to protect New Hampshire's forest resources.
The United States celebrated Smokey Bear's 60"' birthday in 2004, and celebrations were held
throughout the State. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department, and the State's

projects

on the low

fire

help citizens learn about

Forest Rangers

by being

fire

smart and

fire safe!
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2004 FIRE STATISTICS
of November 18, 2004)

(All fires reported as

I

hkjrrtier of

Rres

Acres

TOTALS BY COUNTY
lOf

HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
The

traditional

needed

human

to carry

resources function has

human

employees. The overall
benefits,

staffing,

and managing groups of

resources function also embraces the people-related issues,

human

resources function experienced a major transition with the departure of
Resources Assistant, however the change has been managed; a new
resources ideology has emerged.

Director and

human

roots in the administration of routine activities

and training aspects of the town's employees.

This past year the
its

its

on the process of planning, organizing,

Human

The new goal of the human resources function is to provide leadership to ensure and assist
management in creating an organizational climate that enhances employee effectiveness; to
develop and maintain a credible reputation inside the organization as well as in the community;
an effecfive human resource staff; to maintain positive labor relations; and to take a

to develop

Town of Salem
makes everything work.

proactive rather than a reactive stand on issues that will affect the
years.

Human resources

-

the crucial ingredient that

"Dwell

in possibility "

in the

coming

Emily Dickinson

JOINT LOSS SAFETY COMMITTEE
The

Joint Loss Safety Committee is a joint venture between management and labor that make
recommendations to the Town Manager in addressing workplace safety issues for the Town of

Salem. The Joint Loss Safety Committee
safe

work environment

for

its

is

continually committed and dedicated to creating a

employees, and customers/clients using our services and

facilities.

In 2004, the committee accomplished the following:

Accident and Injury Notification Procedures-Workers' Compensation
Through a concerted effort a problem was identified with the way the accident and injury
notification process was handled. With the problem identified, the Town of Salem was able to
correct and streamline the notification process to comply with the NH Labor Board standards.
Panic Buttons

The committee was able to identify key areas in the town's workforce where panic buttons were
needed or where existing buttons did not work. With the cooperation and support of the Tovra
Manager appropriate action was taken to alleviate the dangers and correct the situation.
Respectfully submitted,
Mitzi R. Baron,

Anne M.

HR Consultant/Director

Fogarty,

Human

Resources Assistant
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HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
"A

gift in

season

is

a double favor

to the needy. " Publilus

Syrus lOOB.C.

The Town Human Services Department provides financial assistance for Salem
defined by State Statue RSA 165 faced with emergencies and temporary needs.
based on need, and

determined each time a formal request for assistance

is

application process, based
is

is

residents as
Eligibility is

made through an

on guidelines adopted by the Salem Board of Selectmen. Assistance

provided through vouchers or directly to vendors for such basic needs as food, fuel for heat,

prescriptions and other necessities. Referrals to other resources, such as State
and Federal Programs, food pantries, etc., are made before local tax dollars are utilized whenever
possible. The Human Service office assists the Christmas Fund with administrative tasks and
also has a Thanksgiving Program to assist low income residents help with food provided by
utilities, shelter,

donations
"/

would

made by
like to

local businesses

and civic organizations.

thank all the special people

received. "-

in this

Town. I'm so grateful for

Mother with two small children and a

all the help

I have

victim of domestic violence.

Law, are placed on properties and fiiture settlements of those assisted.
2004 the Town was reimbursed over $57,000 for past assistance provided including over
$12,000 value fi-om the Town Work Program where households provide work to the Town for
Liens, according to State
In

assistance they received.

words to express my extreme gratitude to the Town. I'm a single mom of
four beautiful children just trying to make ends meet. I turned to the Town for help in which I
have resided for over twelve years. " Single divorced mother due to domestic violence.

"/ wish I could find the

The Town

2004 assisted 1 60 families and over 342 residents. The budgetary cost for General
2004 was $107,000. The largest percentage of families was assisted with housing,
medical cost (especially medications) and utilities. High rents continue to affect many lowincome households, especially those working at the lower end of the wage scale.
in

assistance in

"Those who bring sunshine

to the lives

of others cannot keep

it

from

themselves. " -James Burrie

TOWN FUNDED HUMAN SERVICES
"Working with other agencies

The Town
"A nation

Home

to assist

fiinded the following fourteen

's

greatness

is

Salem

human

measured by how

it

's

households and

services to help serve

treats

its

to

keep cost lower

Salem residents

weakest members.

"-

"

in 2004:

Mahatma Gandhi

Health Care Clinics

$5,000 was allocated in

Town

funding in 2004 for

home health care and clinics. The Northeast
home visits to Salem's frail and

Rehabilitation Hospital located in Salem, provides skilled
,
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who do not have the necessary income for these services. They also provided
immunizations to Salem homebound residents. The Holv Family Hospital provided blood
pressure readings on a monthly basis at the Salem Senior Center and glucose screening every
elderly residents
flu

other

month

also at the Senior Center. This

immunizations of Salem's elderly and

Greater Salem Caregivers
The Greater Salem Caregivers were

program also provided the funds

by the Town

allocated $15,000

provides supportive services through a network of volunteers to those
temporarily or permanently disabled,

ill,

for flu

population.

at risk

homebound, and

in 2004.

who

are

Caregivers
frail,

elderly,

to those individuals with other "special

Volunteers provide rides for medical appointments, friendly visits, errands, chores and
minor repairs. Assistance is provided in locating other services, support and professional care.
In 2004 Caregivers served over 215 Salem residents, with over 3,044 units of service, primarily
for transportation to medical appointments with a value of $52,326 in services to Salem
needs."

residents.

"The biggest disease today

is

not leprosy or tuberculosis, but rather the feeling of being

unwanted.

A Safe Place
A Safe Place was

"-

Mother Theresa

by the Town in 2004. The agency provided direct
and their children including emergency shelter, a 24-hour crisis
intervention hot-line, court advocacy in obtaining protective restraining orders, support groups,
peer counseling, in-shelter children's program, emergency transportation and referrals to
community agencies and resources. These services are crucial if women and children are to be
able to make transition out of abusive living situations and live free from violence. 1 00 residents
were helped with A Safe Place services last year for a total of 1 700 units of service for a value of
allocated a total of $4,000

services to battered

$49,725.

A

women

Safe Place has a drop-in center with part-time hours for the greater Salem area.

Their local telephone number

is

890-6392.

Bridges
Bridges was allocated $1,500 by the
services.

They

Town

Bridges provides support services to sexual

in 2004.

Last year Bridges served 543 Salem residents with primarily education

violence victims.

also provided

Salem residents with

crisis intervention services

including one resident with emergency shelter services.

A

total

of

1

and advocacy,

,492 units of service were

provided for a value of $21,785 to the Town.

"Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only

light

can do

that.

Hate cannot drive out hate; only

love can do that. "- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP)
RSVP was allocated $4,000 by the Town in 2004.
the

community and

RSVP
their

hours

program

is

seeks to provide a recognized role in

people helping people, volunteers sharing their

skills

of a lifetime

to

The

support

In 2004, Salem's RSVP had 124 volunteers and contributed over 18,609
35 non-profit agencies, such as Salemhaven Nursing Home, Millville Arms Association,

communities.
to

RSVP

a meaningful retirement life for older Americans 55 years and over.
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Salem Senior Nutrition, Greater Salem Caregivers, Salem Fire Department, Salem Senior Center,
Salem Historical Museum, Silverthome Adult Day Care, and Telfer Circle Senior Bingo and
Crafts, Navy Relief Society, Northeast Rehabilitation Hospital, Rockingham County Nursing
Home. Value of services to Salem residents in 2004 was $107,000.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters Program
The Big Brothers/Big Sisters program was allocated $15,500 by Town funding in 2004. The
purpose of Big Brothers/Big Sisters is to provide 7-14 year old children from single parent
families with consistent, one-to-one long-term relationships with capable, caring volunteers.

The

program seeks not only to prevent problems but also to promote healthy growth and development
of boys and girls through the friendship and positive role model of a Big Brother/Big Sister. In
2004 there were 15 Little Brothers and Little Sisters matched with Big Brother and Big Sisters at
a value of $20, 174.

Rockingham County Community Action Program (RCCAP)

RCCAP

was

allocated $24,000 in

to serve the

2004 plus

free rent at a value

of $10,000.

RCCAP's mission

is

needs of the areas low-income residents by assisting them in coping with the

RCCAP

hardship of poverty.

has an outreach office in Salem and provided 305 residents with

4,932 units of service.

"As a nation, we must prevent hunger and cold
difficulties.

"

to those

of our people who are

in

honest

- Herbert Hoover

Rocldngham Nutrition Meals on Wheels
Rockingham Nutrition Meals on Wheels was allocated $9,250 in 2004 by the Town of Salem.
The Nutrition Program provides hot noon lunches at the Salem Senior Center five days a week
and delivers noon meals to those residents who are homebound. Last year the Nutrition program
provided meals to 350 Salem residents. Provisions are provided for two meals a day if needed.
A grand total of 31,121 meals were provided from the Salem site at a value of $232,774. The
nutrition program's telephone number is 893-2137.

Rocldngham
The Town

VNA and Hospice

Program in 2004. The agency provided Hospice
Salem residents (and families for support) that were terminally ill and provided 424
units of service.
The Town's allocation helps support volunteer services and bereavement
groups. The value of services provided Salem residents was $ 1 24,000.
allocated $8,500 toward the Hospice

care to 16

Community Health

Services, Inc.

was allocated $16,000 in 2004 from the Town. The agencies
comprehensive health care including primary care physicians, specialist,
mental health services, pharmaceutical medications and hospital care at low cost to Salem's lowincome residents who work, are without health care insurance, are not eligible for federal health
care programs and cannot afford health insurance. The value of services to 121 active Salem
residents served in 2004 was over $232,774 in value of services.

Community Health

mission

is

Services, Inc.

to provide
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The Greater Derry/Greater Salem Regional Transportation Council
The Transportation Counsel was allocated $ 6,500 by the Town in the year 2004.
The Transportation council provides van rides to Salem's elderly, disabled and other
need of transportation.

residents in

Last year the transportation council provided over 1104 rides to Salem

residents to destinations such as doctor's visits,

bank and grocery

stores at a value

of $23,380.

Rockingham County Adult Tutorial Program
The Rockingham Count Adult

Tutorial

Program was allocated $500

in

2004 by the Town.

Volunteer tutors provide adults with one on one instruction to learn to read, prepare for GED,
speak English as a second language and provide basic skills. They tutored 1 9 Salem residents
last

year

at

a value of $44,352.

Sonshine Soup Kitchen
The Sonshine Soup Kitchen was
meals

allocated

homeless and needy. They provided a

"Our

$500

in

2004 by the Town. The agency provided

free

5,613 duplicated individuals from the Greater Derry/Salem populations that are

to

life

ofpoverty

owe

is

total

of 10,198 meals

as necessary as the work

to the poor for helping us love

itself.

Only

last

in

year valued

at

$55,978.

heaven will we see how much we
"- Mother Theresa

God better because of them.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert Loranger,

Human

Services Administrator

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Many Town

departments provide their services directly to the citizens, businesses or other

external agencies,

other

Town

however the Information Technology Department's primary customers
The fundamental role of the IT Department is to support Town

are

departments.

departments in the implementation of their plans to deliver services to citizens and other
customers.

The systems and technologies we make

available provide department personnel with

information relative to their operations, support strategic planning, promote effective resource

management, enhance customer service and promote internal and external communications. The
Information Technology Department and the technologies it can implement are major resources
for increasing Town productivity and effectiveness.

The year of 2004 was

a year of great demand and accomplishment. Our focus was on internal
maintenance and upgrades. To highlight some of these we had several servers upgraded;

replaced a handful of older printers; upgraded Assessing, GIS,
software; added Fire

Public

new

Works software package; and connected

GIS saw

PW,

Police,

backup and virus

software and an emergency communications system; added a

a changeover in 2004.

the

two Fire sub-stations

We welcomed in a new GIS

new

Town's network.

Project Leader, Bob Gannon after
GIS person for almost 4 years. His background from the
grow our department and broaden our perspective.

the departure of Amanda Harding our

private sector will certainly help to

to the
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At this time, I would like to take this opportunity to thank my staff, Karen Landry, Bob Gannon
and Michael Weston for their continued enthusiasm, commitment and diligence to their jobs and
the Town. Each person on our team is relied upon by many other employees and your work is

much

appreciated.

Respectfully submitted,

Cynthia A. Crescenzi, Information Technology Director

POLICE DEPARTMENT
2004 was a busy year for the Salem Police Department, with a number of our personnel taking
on multiple assignments. Our officers worked very hard to keep up with the high number of calls
for service, as well as on officer-initiated activity. Many of our persoimel were also involved in
community efforts such as Read to Lead & Celebrity Reader, the Salem Christmas Fund & Toys
for Tot", Crimeline, Salem Caregivers, Special Olympics of NH, blood drives, Kidfest, the
Senior Fair, Salemfest, the SHS SLC Program, the Salem Boys and Girls Club and much more.
We are increasing our efforts to reach out to the Salem community to build partnerships with
Salem's civic groups, schools and

Woodbury

citizens.

School, and as a result of the

We are especially proud of our partnership with the

work accomplished from our partnership; we

are a

Annual Gold Circle Award from NH Partners in Education. We have also
been honored along with other Town departments by Woodbury's Hometown Heroes Breakfast.
We will continue to build partnerships within the community in order to better serve you. 2005
will see us increase the use of Problem Solving techniques in order to increase our effectiveness
and efficiency, which will in turn benefit the Salem community.

recipient of the 16"^

Personnel

The Salem

Police Department enjoyed the return of Officer Paul Benoit from active duty with

the military in Iraq. Paul served over a year
safe and sound.

on active duty and we are pleased

to

have him back

We also experienced a change as a result of the retirements/resignations of a

number of our personnel. These vacancies brought new members on board. Among those who
retired

were Sergeant Mark Cavanaugh, and Officers David Hyatt and Michael Campfield.

Resignations included Officers Brian Santos and Jonathan Hoellrich.
Officers

Kevin

staff we lost Assistant Prosecutor

Robinson.

Crime

Arthur

Wyman

We also added Dispatcher Jonathan Hoellrich (Sr.).

Statistics for 2004:

New

additions include

White and Richard Nicosia. In the non-sworn
and Dispatchers Michael Bolduc and Matthew

Fitzgerald, Robert Morin, Michael

Stolen Vehicles

State and Federal Agencies. Salem's location

are costing those dealers dearly.

makes

it

attractive to

drug dealers, but our efforts

We have made a large number of drug arrests resulting in

seizures of drugs, cash and property.

The

seizures

(known

as Asset Forfeiture subject to

AF

Rules) allow us to purchase needed equipment for the agency at no cost to the taxpayer.

Community

Services

The SRO's have continued to build trusting relationships with the students at our schools. Traffic
Safety Officer Devin Kirmeen also assisted in that effort, as well as handling his regular duties.

SRO Dan Genest has

continued to liaison with Crimeline, which provides citizens with a

way to

report crimes or other issues anonymously. Crimeline also offers cash rewards to encourage

people to provide information on crimes which have occurred in Salem. Information fi*om

Crimeline has assisted us to successfully close out cases by

arrest.

Patrol

Captain Robert Larsen, Operations Bureau
injuries, but

we were

able to

fill

Commander reports

vacancies on an

the street. Officers assigned to Patrol have

made

due

that Patrol faced shortages

to

OT basis so as not to reduce strength levels on
a large

number of drug

arrests as a result

of

aggressive traffic enforcement activities. These stops also resulted in the capture and arrests of
several fugitives

from justice. Pafrol Officers have also strived

to

make the roadways

in

Salem

safer through these traffic enforcement operations.

The Future

We are working on our five-year plan. This will include the entire staff We are also preparing to
hold a Citizen

Academy possibly in

2006, and would like to hold another

Open House

in 2005.

We are still exploring the feasibility of a Traffic Safety Unit, especially with the 1-93 roadwork
soon

to

be upon

us. Traffic issues still tend to

be the number one issue

we hear about from

citizens.

to those of you who voted yes for a new police station. While we came close to
enough votes for a new facility this year, we fell short of the number necessary to achieve
this goal. We hope that when the new facility comes up again, you will provide us with the
needed votes. After nearly forty years, the present facility has reached its ability to support a staff
of eighty, both space- wise and technology- wise.

Thank you
getting

To Our Community
Thank you

for your continued support.

A number of businesses and citizens have provided

and we greatly appreciate your kind gestures. We
have been able to purchase needed equipment thanks to your generosity. We also appreciate the
kind letters and phone calls from citizens who were pleased with the service they received. We
will continue to work hard at improving our delivery of services to the community in 2005.
support through donations over the

last year,

Respectfully submitted,

Paul T. Donovan, Chief of Police
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
CAPITAL PROJECTS DIVISION
The Town's

Capital Projects Division provides the planning and coordination, design, bid
and construction management of capital projects at the direction of the

DPW

specifications,

management and implementation of the Town's Pavement
Management Program, management of design consultants, construction management of various
Director. Responsibilities include

and storm water, water, sewer system utility improvements and oversight of the
design and construction phase. The Capital Projects Division also serves as liaison to the Salem
local roads

community,

and

staff,

all

State

and Federal agencies.

Capital Projects Division has completed another successful year of the annual Roads
Program. Capital Projects awarded two projects; the Neighborhood Roads Program (NRP) and
the Lawrence Road (North) Reconstruction Project to Busby Construction. The following
neighborhood roads were reconstructed this year: Ackerman Street, Cassidy Avenue, Cindy

The Town's

Avenue, Cole Street, Fir Street, Garrison Road, Jewell Drive, Maronos Drive, Maylane Drive,
McKinstry Circle, McCormick Way, Sheppard Avenue, Williams Street, and Lawrence Road
(from Veterans Memorial Parkway to Main Street).
This year was the

Town

in order to

first year in implementation of the Road Manager Software purchased by the
develop and provide long term programmatic approach to maintaining the

existing road system at the existing level of service (condition).

The

Road Manager software (developed by
Management (SamlAM) software.
better address the Town's roadway system

Capital Projects Division principally utilized the

VHB)

as part of the larger Salem's Infrastructure Asset

Through the Road Manager sofware we are able to
needs and implement a roadway construction/maintenance

As

pavement management.

part of this year's education effort. Capital Projects provided multiple cost benefit scenarios

in order to address fiature

Road Preservation

as a

customers.

Its

and provide

safe,

The
•

effort for

maintenance cost reductions. Our goal was to treat the Road Program
which considers roads and streets as an asset that serves

effort,

goals are to extend the

smooth roads

for the

maintain road performance, ensure cost-effectiveness,
end users, the traveling public.

life,

Capital Projects Division addressed the following items:

Asset management
cost-effectively.

It

is an organized, logical approach to maintain and upgrade physical assets
provides a framework for both short and long-range planning. This

approach involves the following steps:
road assets (completed by

VHB every 3

1

Inventory

2.

Identify conditions with scaled measures across the road network

3.

Establish desired, future condition levels

4.

Determine priorities, needed repairs, and costs
Develop annual budgets to maintain roads at the established condition levels

5.

all
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years)

•

The result is a systematically developed repair plan by year. It ensures cost effective repairs.
Roads will better serve municipal residents and commercial interests. The program enables
city and town officials to report actual budgets and expenses for roadway asset repairs as part
of compliance with

•

GASB 34.

Salem's Infrastructure Asset Management (SamlAM) has applied this approach in its Road
Manager piece. This year is its first year of implementation, where we are utilizing the
software with good engineering judgment, as it applies the principles of preventive

maintenance

to prepare multiyear plans

and budgets.

In an effort to better plan for the fixture infrastructure investments. Capital Projects Division, in

DPW, and Community Development, have developed the Neighborhood Roads
programmatic approach to maintain the existing level of service condition of the
roadway. By utilizing the Road Manager software as part of SamlAM we are able to better
address the Town's roadway system needs and implement a roadway construction and
cooperation with

Program

as a

maintenance

effort for

pavement management.

ENGINEERING DIVISION
The year 2004 was another extremely busy year for the Engineering Division. Again we were
called upon to assist Director Bartlett and our new Capital Projects Manager Nick Macy with our
Capital Projects effort. We would also like to welcome Janet Thompson to Public Works and
Donna D'Agata to the Building Division. This year we experienced increases in the number of
engineering permits issued and the number of building permits we reviewed and signed off from
last year, as well as increases in the number of septic, site and subdivision plans submitted for
review plans, which kept our overall workload at a very high level. The demand for inspections,
visitors to the office and phone calls received and returned all increased. We saw approximately
1.6 million dollars

of new residential subdivision

well as several large commercial projects.

infi-astructure construction started this year as

We devoted a lot of time to and worked closely with

Director Bartlett on our construction efforts this year and planning for next year's projects.

HIGHWAY DIVISION
The Salem Department of Public Works has completed another successfiil year of service to our
residents and visitors. Our priority for nearly 6 months of the year, winter weather operations,
plays a very important role by providing safe travel to school, work, and shopping. This
responsibility is taken very seriously by all the employees within the department as evidenced by
the high level of service provided, the long hours of work, and the minimal impact winter has on
our travel plans in Salem. The cooperation of citizens and travelers during winter operations
means a lot to the employees of the department who are working diligently for your health and
safety. The first part of the 2004 winter year was colder than usual, with limited snowfall, and
the second half of 2004 was mild.
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The annual

infrastructure maintenance efforts again focus

on our stormwater drainage system

with cleaning of catch basins, repairs of these structures, and culvert replacements. Controlling
stormwater flows is a key element to maintaining our streets. Pavement repairs, pavement crack
sealing,

and infrared repairs are all part of pavement surface maintenance efforts. All this work
Roadway Improvement Program accomplished by the Capital Projects

is

in addition to the

Division.

A maintenance responsibility of our parks and cemeteries division continues to grow. With the
completion of the Cluff Road recreation fields in 2002, an additional 8 acres of field maintenance

was been added

for 2003. These fields have an irrigation system, supplied by an on-site well, and
be an excellent facility. The "Morse Fields" went into full service for youth soccer
this year and the baseball field is scheduled for 2005. The fields at Michele Memorial Park
continue to be utilized heavily throughout the summer, and with the cooperative efforts of Salem
Youth Baseball, the quality of the fields improves on an annual basis.

are proving to

Our

on Shannon Road continues to be very busy.
Tuesday through Saturday, vary in number from 600 visitors a day to over
1,000 visitors a day. Over 12,179 tons of household trash was handled and disposed in 2004
approximately a 1 .7% increase over 2003. In addition, recycled products include metals,
cardboard, newspaper, plastics and glass. Construction and demolition debris, leaves, and brush
are also managed.
solid waste operation at the fransfer station

Users of the

facility,

The Town cemeteries, Pine Grove and Mount Pleasant, received 101 burials and 26 cremations.
The cemetery was expanded in 1 998 and is available only to Salem residents.

UTILITIES DIVISION
Water

Section: Production for the year 2004

customers. In an effort to improve the

with

SEA Consultants to

Town's

was 865.3 million
fixture

gallons, servicing 7,125

water supply position, the Board contracted

conduct a long term water supply needs analysis. This study continues

with a focus on the direct fransfer of water from Arlington Pond to Canobie Lake. This transfer

would only occur on an

The

as needed basis

and not necessarily a yearly event.

Emergency Response Plan
government via the Bioterrorism Response anC ""-eparedness Act with
the assistance the consulting firm Weston & Sampson. Numerous security issues were identified
and corrective actions will be undertaken over the next several years.
division completed a Vulnerability Assessment and updated the

as required

The

by the

federal

distribution system experienced 25 water

entire water distribution

main breaks, which

system was flushed once

this year as part

is

the 10 year average.

The

of our water quality and

distribution system maintenance efforts.

Sewer Section: Preventative maintenance of 10 sewer lift stafions performed on an ongoing
The Haigh Avenue lift station was improved with the installation of new replacement

basis.
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pumps and

valves. Routine pipeline maintenance and cleaning occurred throughout the collection

system. 25 sewer frames and covers were replaced, which

is

our annual goal.

NOTABLE CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE PROJECTS
Blake Road Phase III: Installation of the water main and services on NORTH Main Street,
Evergreen Street, Sandy Beach Road, Alfred Street, Daniel Street, Betty Lane, Franz Road,
Mary's Lane, Lou-Al Lane, and Arlington Pond Ct. Work was completed by fall 2004. This
completes the third and final stage of this program.

Woodbury/Matthias, Robertson, and North Policy Sewer Project: This project began in
September 2003 with the installation of approximately 5,000 feet of 8" PVC gravity sewer which
will be connected to the Town's existing collection system. Construction was completed in the
of 2004.

fall

Organics Reduction Project: This project is evaluating options to upgrade the Canobie Lake
Treatment Plant to permit remove organic compounds from Arlington Pond and Canobie Lake
source waters. This program is ongoing with final efforts anticipated in 2010.

As

always,

we wish

to express out appreciation to all the

employees of the department for the

continue effort to provide the residents and visitors of Salem the highest level of service possible.

Long hours

in adverse conditions during winter operations, water

infrastructure emergencies require the unselfish response

from

main breaks, and other
group of employees. Thank

this

you.

Respectfully submitted,

Rodney A.

Bartlett, Public

Works

Director

Rick Russell, Operations Manager
William Daly, Utilities Manager
Nick Macy, Capital Projects and Engineering Manager
James Brown, Senior Engineer

RECREATION DEPARTMENT
flies when the Recreation Department is creating community fun with people, programs
and parks. Another year has passed and the Recreation Department has offered a variety of
activities and special events for all ages. On a daily basis, it is the responsibility of the
Recreation Department to oversee the daily operations of many programs, as well as work with
the various leagues throughout the Town. As always, the staff at the Recreation Department has

Time

enjoyed serving everyone.

We had a great year of fun,

Hurray! The Cluff Crossing
fall

excitement and development.

Road Complex was named Morse Field and opened

of 2004. Soccer utilized the soccer

fields for their fall
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for usage in the

season and the Girls Softball will be

diamond field in the spring of 2005. The Giri's Softball team will be making some
improvements to the diamond field by adding bleachers; they have placed sod in the infield of
the diamond and will be adding dugouts to the field. Youth Soccer provided bleachers, goals,
trash barrels and player benches for the soccer fields. The Town of Salem Recreation
Department would like to thank the leagues for their help and assistance in providing the
necessary immunities needed for the fields.

utilizing the

The Recreation Department has been successfial in proposing an Inclement Weather Policy and
Field Usage Guidelines to the Recreation Advisory Committee. After several meetings with the
various youth and adult leagues and the Recreation Advisory Committee, the Committee adopted
the policy on April 2004. The purpose of this policy is to ensure the safety of people using Town
fields, to maximize field use by preventing excessive damage when the fields are most
vulnerable and to provide clear communication to support these goals. 1 would like to thank all
the leagues and the members of the Advisory Committee for their support with the adoption of
this policy.

Many positive

changes occurred during the 2003

fiscal

year with the Palmer School Program for

both programs; the Pre-Kindergarten for children 4 years old and the Kindergarten for children 5
years old.

The 2004 year is no exception, the old playground equipment was torn down and a
is on the agenda. Dianne Paquette, a parent of a past Palmer School participant,

new playground

new playground. Dianne and several other parents
have taken the task of fiindraising enough money to help and build using new modem
playground equipment. The first fundraiser is Bricks for Kids; a personalized brick can be
engraved with 3 lines maximum with up to 20 characters per line, space and punctuation
included. The cost is $25.00 per brick. Some ideas for engraving would be memorials to loved

has offered to lead the fiindraising drive for a

ones, past Palmer School alumni, family and fiiends, etc. Individuals

purchasing a brick can
Paquette

at

call the

Recreafion Department

at

who

are interested in

(603) 890-2140 or contact Dianne

(603) 898-2192 or e-mail her at Palmerplav(g)comcast.net

.

Hedgehog Park, the Town beach, is located on Route 38 (Lowell Road) in Salem. This popular
summertime area is used daily for swimming, fishing, horseshoe playing and playground
playing. The park is open and used daily throughout the summer months from May to August for
swimming. The Recreation Department would like to thank Stephen DeVito from LL& S for his
generosity in maintaining the playground area by keeping it clean of debris, etc. Once again,
thank you for your continuous support.
At the 2003 Town Meeting, the voters of Salem approved money to purchase equipment for a
skateboard park. Positive things have transpired since the money was approved; the equipment
has been purchased and is being built along with a park location being chosen. The Skateboard
Park will be located next to the parking

lot at the Field

of Dreams. Fundraising for the

construction of the park and the sign are underway. If you are interested in being a part of the

skateboard park committee, please contact the Recreation Department

The Palmer

Field will be offline until fiirther notice. Construction

facility in the spring

2005. The parking

Tentative release of the field will be

lot will

fall

is

at

(603) 890-2140.

scheduled to begin on the

be paved and the diamond

2006.
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field will

be upgraded.

If you should have a skill or hobby that you would like to share with us, an idea for a new
program, or ways to improve our existing program, please give us a call and we will be more
than happy to discuss your ideas with you. Our telephone number is (603) 890-2140 and our

office hours are

Monday

from 8:30am

thru Friday

The Recreation Department

will strive to

to

5:00pm.

improve the quality of life in Salem through the

provision of well balanced, high quality recreation programs for the residents of Salem to enjoy

during their leisure.
to the

Look on
what

It

will facilitate

community of Salem.

is

the

wholesome, constructive programs with a measurable value

WE DON'T JUST CREATE FUN, WE CREATE MEMORIES!

Town of Salem's web page for more

offered. Just log

on

to the

web page

at

information on the Recreation Department and
www.townofsalemnh.org and click on Recreation

Department.

At this time, I would like to thank all of the following Recreation Department's employees who
have contributed to the success of the Recreation Department: the Palmer School staff, the
playground staff, the special needs coaches, the many volunteers, the Recreation Department
secretary, Jeanine Bannon, the Parks and Property Department and especially the Recreation
Advisory Committee members for all their help and support throughout the years.
I

Chuck Morse for all his help and
and Recreation Department throughout the years I have served
of Salem. Chuck has been extremely active and continues to be active in the

would be remise

if

I

didn't take the time to thank Senator

support that he has given the

with the

Town

me

community with a particular focus on the youths in Salem. He was instrumental in obtaining the
land for the fields at Morse Field, served on the 250* Celebration Committee, and has been
involved with many other civic activities too numerous to mention. Chuck also currently serves
as the Town Moderator and was a member of the Salem Board of Selectmen from 1997-2000.
In conclusion,

I

would

like to extend

my appreciation and thanks to everyone who participated in

the Recreation Department programs and special events throughout the years. Without this help

and dedication, the Recreation Department would be unable to offer such a variety of programs
I have enjoyed working for and with the people in the Salem community. The
Recreation Department staff is looking forward to serving the community with programs and

that are offered.

special events in the

coming

year.

Respectfully submitted,

Julie

Kamal, Recreation Director
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SENIOR SERVICES DEPARTMENT
The mission of Salem Senior Services

is to assist

the

Town of Salem's

Senior Citizens in

maintaining self-sufficiency in their homes; acquaint them with local, County, State and Federal

programs; increase their opportunities to interact in the community; and provide them with a
center

which

fosters mental, physical, social

and nutritional well-being in a wholesome

environment.

A great deal of this is accomplished at and through the existence of the Russell & Roberta
Ingram Senior Center. The Center, located at 1 Sally Sweet's Way (off Veteran's Memorial
Parkway), is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for community residents
60 years of age and older. Seniors can drop in any time just for coffee and conversation or
partake in any of our more than 80 structured activities, programs and services.

2004 we continued to see our Senior attendance climb dramatically. Activity attendance
showed our numbers grow fi-om approximately 41,500 in 2003 to more than 64,000 this
year (more than 50%). We added 13 new programs or services to our vast array of programs and
activities (a 23% increase over last year). New or revived in 2004 include: Ask-A-Nurse,
ballroom dancing lessons, bead craft classes, a computer giveaway program, a fibromyalgia
support group, horseshoes, the medication bridge program, scrapbooking. Seniors Out on
In

records

Saturdays, a sight support group, Strong Living exercise program,

new yoga

first

aid

& CPR training, and a

class.

For Seniors' Wellness

we offer:

Ask-A-Nurse!, blood pressure and sugar

Support Group, Fitness Fun!, flu shot

clinic, foot clinics,

clinics.

hearing screenings,

Fibromyalgia

tai chi.

Sight

Support Group, Strong Living program, yoga, the Vial of Life program and an exercise room

open weekday mornings offering Easy Tone exercise beds, bicycle and rowing machines.
For Seniors' Nutrition we offer: the BJ's Bread & Pastry program, Meals-on- Wheels, the Weight
Conscious Club, guest speakers and lunch served daily.
For Seniors' Enrichment

we offer:

a library of books, magazines, audio books, videos and jigsaw

& crafts,
& crochet club, the Ladies Tea, newcomers' orientations, painting

puzzles, a five station computer lab with internet access and one-on-one tutoring, arts

ceramics, choral group, knit
classes,

AARP

55 Alive

class, educational

seminars and volunteer opportunities.

For Seniors' Recreafion we offer: ballroom dance lessons, billiards, bingo, bridge, Cabarets,
cribbage, darts, 45 's, 2 golf leagues, golf clinics, horseshoes, line dancing, ping pong, the
- a Red Hat chapter, scrabble, scrapbooking, seasonal parties, Seniors Out
on Saturdays, square dancing, tap dancing, day and overnight trips, whist, all types of pick-up
card games and good old social conversation.

Rockingham Rubies

For Seniors' Transportation, upon advanced request, a handicapped accessible van provides
Seniors with fi^ee, roundtrip transportation to the Center, grocery shopping, medical
appointments and visiting family or fiiends

at

Salemhaven or Northeast Rehab. Our Seniors
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will

be riding in a new Van in 2005 thanks
from the Salem Council on Aging.

to a successful grant bid

For Seniors' Information, Services and Referrals

and $10,500 of matching funds

we offer advocacy, advance

care planning, the

annual Senior Fair, bi-monthly newsletters, community partnerships, counseling for various

Good-Morning program. Income Tax preparation, the Medication Bridge
Program, Meet the Candidates forums, product samples, property tax relief preparation, and
assistance needs, the

Servicelink.

With no increase

in staff, a

major factor

in helping us

manage

all this is

our volunteers.

We are

pleased to report that our number of volunteers has continued to climb as well! This incredible

by another 24%, now totaling 1 79 strong. No organization is successful
who come in and help with any task you ask of them, no matter
how large or small. Our long list of angels is too numerous to list here, but you know who you
are and please accept our heartfelt gratitude for all you do. We publicly thank Salem Cooperative
Bank for their most generous donation to sponsor our Volunteer Appreciation event, which
included dining and fun at Rockingham Park Racetrack for 150 volunteers in June.
force has increased

without the

gift

of volunteers

The Off Broadway Thrift and

Gift

This venture has created a

opportunity for

keeping

its

fiin

Shop

is

doors open by performing the

at-large feels a great sense

a tremendous asset to our Center in so

of satisfaction in donating

accessories and clothing to this effort.

many ways.

more than 25 volunteers now committed to
duties of shopkeeper or merchandiser. The community-

Most items

their like-new

in the

household goods,

shop are priced between 25 cents and

$4.00 which offers our Seniors a very affordable shopping outlet. In addition, the shop creates
revenue which helps underwrite programs, furnishings and supplies for Senior Services not
covered through our Town budget.

An incredible team of eight volunteers helped 346
applications for

NH's Property Tax

Senior property owners complete their

Relief program. This resulted in saving these Seniors in

excess of $106,000 collectively.

During the summer a small team of 2 staff and 3 volunteers were trained to help Seniors access
free or discounted medication prescriptions through the Medication Bridge Program. In just four
months we have helped 22 Seniors save an incredible collective total of more than $60,840
annually on their prescriptions.

The

30^

More than 45
1%) provided health screenings and/or information to the hundreds of Seniors in
attendance. And the best part - 550 Seniors (up 28%) received their flu shots in the height of a
flu serum shortage. Our thanks again to the student nurses of NH Community Technical College
who helped administer the large number of shots. A second clinic was held in December where
another 45 Seniors were vaccinated.
annual Senior Health and Information Fair was another great success.

exhibitors (up

The

1

2" Anniversary Celebration of our

activities

new building had

a

new

twist this year, with eight of our

conducting tournaments of play. The Seniors issued a challenge to town employees to

beat them at their

game and we

are pleased to report that the Seniors possess
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all

eight

Gold Cups!

weekly or monthly activities, hundreds enjoyed many special events.
Over 1,250 Seniors traveled on 26 different day, overnight and/or week-long excursions. The
V.F.W. Post 8546 & Auxiliary hosted Valentine and Halloween dances. The Derry/Salem Elks
In addition to our regular

hosted Thanksgiving

Day dinner at their lodge with local residents volunteering their time to
who had no transportation as well as deliver dinner to the homebound.

provide rides to Seniors

The Salem High School Student Council waited on the Seniors at two
December, more than 150 Salem Seniors were once again feted to the
luncheon hosted by our Salem Firefighters.

cabaret events this year. In
traditional holiday

We work hard to keep Seniors informed of the services, programs and opportunities available to
Column is published weekly in the Salem Observer, Manchester Union Leader,
and Lawrence Eagle Tribune. Salem's Public Access TV - Channel 17 posts specials at the

them. The Senior

Center along with activities and

months and delivered

to

trips offered.

An

eight-page newsletter

is

published every two

more than 3,000 Senior households.

Salem's Council on Aging is a tremendous resource for you as well as me. Please be sure to read
more of what they do in their report printed elsewhere in this Town Report. I thank each and
every one of them for their support, encouragement and hard work.

we hosted two interns from the Salem High School School-to-Careers program, a team
from Easter Seals who helps us weekly with keeping our Center clean and several residents who
worked with us to perform community service projects.
In 2004,

work and

I

find the people,

I

greatly appreciate

opportunities connected to this position both exciting and rewarding.

my dedicated team of staff.

I

thank and

commend

Lois Kurgan, Karen

Bryant and Rose Campagnone for maintaining their high level of professionalism and
enthusiasm through another incredible year of growth.

of the Seniors who have been so gracious and
I look forward to delivering the quality
services and programming our Seniors desire and deserve in the coming year.

Last, but certainly not least,

giving.

I

I

want

to

thank

all

greatly appreciate your support and ideas.

Respectfully submitted,

Patricia

M.

Drelick, Senior Services Director
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TAX COLLECTOR
It is

my pleasure to

Collector

is

serve as

Tax Collector

for the

Town of Salem. The office of the Tax

responsible for collecting revenue for property taxes; resident taxes; yield, and

current use taxes; Town utility fees and all permits and fees issued by other Town departments.
There are other major departmental responsibilities which include responding to inquiries from
banks, mortgage companies, attorney's offices and the general public. All of these transactions
are handled in a courteous and timely manner.

The collection clerks work under the supervision of both the Tax Collector and Town Clerk.
They are trained to register motor vehicles, accept payments for resident and property tax bills,
water and sewer
this

time

I

bills,

would

recreation fees, building permits and other miscellaneous payments.

like to

clerks Vivian Hoellrich

thank

fiall

At

time clerks Susan Wall and Jacqueline Delaney and part time

and Lisa Wojtas for

their dedication in serving the public.

I enjoy working for and with the people in the community and serving the people who live and
have business to conduct in the Town of Salem. I was first elected Tax Collector in 1996; and
re-elected in 1999 and 2002. I look forward to many more years of service to the community.

I

would

my sincere thanks to Deputy Tax Collector
and accuracy in our record keeping.

like to take this opportunity to express

Donna Bergeron

for her dependability

Respectfully submitted,

Cheryl-Ann Bolouk, CTC, Tax Collector
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER

31,

2004 MS-61

*0N LEVIES OF
DR.

UNCOLLECTED TAXES
BEG. OF YEAR:
Property Taxes

2004

2003

2002

PRIOR

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

Page 2

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER

CR.

***0N LEVIES OF***
2003

2004

2002

REMITTED TO TREASURER
DURING FY:
Property Taxes

560

56

31,

2004 MS-61

PRIOR

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH

2003

DR.

Page 3

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER
***0N LEVIES
2002

@ Beg. Fiscal Yr.

Liens Executed

207,605

2004 MS-61

OF"*
2001

Unredeemed Liens
Bal.

31,

114,293

PRIOR

TOWN CLERK
The

total gross

revenue for the

Town

Clerk's office in 2004

was $5,128,985.62, an

increase from

2003 gross revenue of about $75,000.00.
Clerks from both the tax office and the town clerk's office are cross trained to perform most of

The clerks register and title motor vehicles, license dogs, sell
payments for both resident and property tax bills, water and sewer bills,
recreation fees, building permits and other miscellaneous collections. This "one stop shopping"
has worked very well for both the clerks and for the residents of Salem.
the fiinctions of both offices.
landfill permits, accept

There are two

full

time clerks in the Collections Department, Susan Wall and Jacqueline

Delaney. Lisa Wojtas and Vivian Hoellrich are the two part time Collection clerks.

I

would

like

and great effort in making the Collections Department a
success. They are an asset to the Town of Salem. These clerks work under the supervision and
direction of both the Town Clerk and the Tax Collector.

to thank

them

for their cooperation

The Deputy Town Clerk Mary Fawcett and

I

Town Clerk which include marriage licenses,

continue to perform

all

the other fimctions of the

town records, voter regisfration
applications and information, elections, UCC terminations, IRS and other liens and attachments,
dredge and fill applications, poie permits. Articles of Agreement (non-profit filings), oaths of
office and Sheriffs writs. We also are available to help in the Collections Department when
needed and continue to do the bookkeeping duties of the Town Clerk's office, which maintains
accounting of its

vital statistics,

own revenue.

Again, as in the past 12 years, the Town Clerk's office had an increase in revenue. This increase
of over $75,000 was mostly in motor vehicle tax. Other revenues are shown in the statistical

Town

report of the
as

much

as

it

most of which also show an increase over 2003. The increase was not
We were closed on the last day of December of 2004 and
would have been in December 2004 will now be credited in January of

Clerk,

has been in past years.

therefore revenues that

2005.

The mail-in

program which began in December of 2001 is still a positive program
by approximately 80% of our residents for their renewals. We have had many,
many positive comments from our residents and we find this a very efficient way to do motor
vehicle regisfrations. Overall the program has worked very well.
and

is

regisfration

utilized

Respectfiilly submitted,

Barbara M. Lessard,

Town Clerk
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RECEIPTS

-

2004

Automobile Tax Permits
2004(36,161)

$5,001 ,855.00

Title Fees

16,417.00

Marriage License Fees*

38,340.00

Certified

Copy Fees**

28,096.00

Dog License Fees***
24,844.50

2004 (3,532)

752.00

Elections

Uniform Commercial Code

& Other Liens

0,94 1 .00

1

1,000.00

Collection Fees

35.00

Filing Fees

20.00

Recording Fees
Legal Fees - Dogs

6,275.00

& Fill Applications

Dredge

1

60.00
20.00

Pole Permits
Postage

100.37

Miscellaneous Receipts

129.75

$5,128,985.62

Gross Receipts Remitted to the Treasurer
*Less Remittance to State of NH for Marriage License Fees

**Less Remittance

to State

(1,494 copies
(1,271 copies

***Less Remittance

@
@ $5.00 ea.
to State

(3,532 Licenses

***Less Remittance

to the

-1

8,307.00

= $1 1,952.00)
- $ 6,355.00)

of NH for

@ .50 ea.

to State

(3,273 Licenses

Net Revenue

of NH for Certified Copy Fees

$8.00 ea.

-32,376.00

-

Dog License Fees

of NH for Animal Population Control Fees

@ $2.00 ea

-1

,766.00

$1,766.00)

-

-6,546.00

$6,546.00)

$5.069.990.62

Town

Barbara M. Lessard, TowTTC^lerk, Salem

NH
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VITAL STATISTICS
Recorded in

Town Clerk's

Office:

MARRIAGES
Salem Residents— married
Salem Residents— married

in

Salem

in other

NH towns

67
62

BIRTHS
—bom in Salem
Salem residents— bom

Births

in other

towns

141

DEATHS
Salem Residents— died
Salem Residents— died

Barbara M. Lessard,

in

84

Salem

in other

NH towns

Town dle/k, Salem NH
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BOARD, COMMITTEES AND COMMISSIONS
BUDGET COMMITTEE

Standing: Roland Theberge (Secretary), Pat Hargreaves, Richard Gregory (Selectmen Representative),

Bernard Campbell (School Board Representative), Arthur Smith, Peter Ray no.
Stephen Campbell (Vice-Chairman). Seated: Earl Merrow, Kathy Cote (Chairman).

The duty of the Municipal Budget Committee is "to assist its voters in the prudent appropriation
of public funds." This year, as in the past, members of the Budget Committee attempted to
ensure taxpayer's dollars were well spent.

In

March, Pat Hargreaves was elected

elected to a

to serve a three year term.

He had

previously been

by the resignation of Brenda Sack. Peter Rayno was
three year term, filling a seat previously held by Bob Mayer.

appointed to

fill

a seat left vacant

also

The Budget Committee has responsibilities on "both sides of the street," reviewing and
recommending budgets for both the town and the school district. This year saw Dick Gregory
replace Everett McBride as Selectmen's Representative; Bernard Campbell replaced Peter
Morgan as School Board Representative; Michael Delahanty became Superintendent of Schools,
and Dr. Henry E. LaBranche was hired as Town Manager. Since all had previous experience
with the Budget Committee, the transition for all was smooth and uncomplicated.

The

uncertainty of state's formula for the funding of an "adequate education" continues to
complicate the preparation of the school budget. Salem has continued to be a "recipient" town,
and the money received annually allows us to add programs without adding to the tax rate. The
lack of precise information as to

how much money

will

be received

is

a planning hurdle for both

the School Board and the Budget Committee. This year the School District initiated a Capital

Improvement Plan Committee (CIP) and Arthur Smith served
Representative to that committee.
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as

Budget Committee

the Town side, Pat Hargreaves served as Budget Committee Representative to the Town CIP
and Earl Merrow as representative to the Fire Station Committee, which formulated plans for a
new North Fire Station. As in the past, the members of the Budget Committee worked very hard

On

to find a pivot point to balance the resident's ability to
in both the

On

Town and

pay with requests for desired new services

the School District budgets.

behalf of the members of the Budget Committee,

I would like to thank the Board of
Board and members of the School District
staff for an extremely smooth and non-contentious budget season. We also extend our thanks to
the taxpayers for allowing us to serve and please know we greatly appreciate the trust they have

Selectmen, members of the town

shown

staff,

the School

us.

Respectftilly submitted,

Kathleen Cote, Chairman

CONSERVATION COMMISSION

Richard Gregory (Selectmen Representative), George Jones (Chairman), Linda Han'ey,
William Carter. Not pictured:

Thomas Campbell, William

The year 2004 began with new challenges
Regrettably

we did

to our

Valentine,

community's support

Frank Grzasko.

for

Prime Wetlands.

not prevail in our challenge of the Wetlands Bureau decision to issue a permit

for a roadway which will cross one such wetland on Veterans Memorial drive. However, our
ownership of a conservation easement along the roadway should enable us to maintain a natural
visual barrier along that heavily traveled roadway.
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On a positive note we wish to

thank you the voters for your support for the designation of three
Prime Wetlands within the community in 2004 and ask for your support for an
additional five which will appear on the March 2005 ballot.
additional

The Commission continues to work toward the acquisition of additional open spaces within the
Town. Here again we want to thank you for your support of a change in the designation of "use
change penalty" monies. As a result of your support 100% of all such monies paid to the Town
as the result of Current Use designated lands being removed fi^om that status will now be
deposited in the Conservation fund. We anticipate that the bulk of the money will be used for
monitoring and protection purposes of easements and wholly owned lands. Additionally, funds
may be used to acquire additional easements and fee titles.

The Town Forest continues

to

be a favorite destination for residents and

visitors alike.

Once

again scouting groups, parents and adult leadership have been very helpful carrying out a number

of maintenance tasks along the miles of walking

trails.

Thank you.

Visitors to the forest early in the year perhaps noted that for the

first

time in a long while

all

of

was due to the apparent washout of the large beaver dam on Hitty
condition was perhaps welcomed by some, it also meant that some prime

the trails were accessible. This

Brook. While that

feeding and nesting areas for the

many waterfowl

land dwelling predators. However, at

last report,

that use the river valley

our

web

were now exposed to
at work

footed engineers were hard

once again bringing the flow of the river under control and restoring the water levels

to their

prior, albeit soggy, height.

we want to note the departure (and return) of our longest

serving Commission member,
Salem became one of the first five communities to establish a Conservation Commission
under, what was then, new legislation. Three years later William R. "Wally" Schultz was
appointed to his first term on the Commission and he has served the community as a member
ever since. Wally reluctantly concluded his thirty seven years of service in April of 2004.
Finally,

hi 1965

Wally was re-appointed to the Commission as a lifetime member Emeritus. While that puts him
under no obligation to attend meetings or site walks, he assured us that he will be dropping in
fi-om time to time.

Wally,

we want you to know that we will welcome your presence

Respectfully submitted,

George

P. Jones,

III,

Chairman
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at an}- lime.

COUNCIL ON AGING

(Left to right) Victor Mailloux, James Cheeseman, Robert Castricone, Ann St. Hilaire,
Ben Holmes (Chairman), Belle Beshara, Patti Drelick (Director Salem Senior Services),
Ronald Belanger (Selectmen Representative). Not pictured Brenda Burke.

The Salem Council on Aging serves as an 'Advisory Board' to Salem Senior Services. There are
seven members of the Council, appointed by the Board of Selectmen to insure a liaison with all
of our Senior Citizens. This year we welcomed Bette Beshara as a new member to the Council,
while Bob Castricone and Jim Cheeseman were reappointed to serve another 3-year term. Dr.
Elliot Fair did not seek reappointment this year. We extend our great appreciation to him for his
leadership and service to the Council.

Our Senior Services

Director, Patti Drelick, has accomplished multiple goals she set for herself
She has her dedicated staff, and approximately 70 volunteers that make the Ingram Senior
Center a New Hampshire showcase. We thank each and every one of them for their devotion.
1

Last year, the Council on
fiindraise

and

Broadway

solicit

Aging resurrected

its

501 C-3 non-profit status, enabling us to actively

donations as well as seek grants. In 2004, $3 1 ,000 was raised. The 'Off

Thrift and Gift Shop' has been a

huge contributor

to this fund, bringing in $1

2004. Other major contributors include $2,500 from Salem Cooperative

Bank

to

3,606

Volunteer Appreciation Luncheon, $1,917 from a Wreath Stroll and Auction sponsored by
Greystone Farms, $1,500 grant from Wal-Mart Foundation #2142 Salem, $1,000 from Larry

Vema

Belair in

memory of Peter Bourque, $1,000 from

in

sponsor our

&

Constance.Suter, and $822 from the 45 's

Card Group. Nearly 50 others gave very generous donations, many

in

memory of a

loved one.

With these funds the Council on Aging was able to underwrite many projects to help enhance
and supplement the programs and services offered by Salem Senior Services. Some of our major
expenditures include $10,200 for the new Van grant, weights and yoga mats for the exercise
room, the Volunteer Appreciation event, the booth set-ups for the annual Senior
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Fair, the

monthly

internet connection fees for the

Challenges held during the

thermos servers,

2"''

computer

lab, the

awards

Anniversary Celebration event, a

for the

digital

Tournament

camera, a coffee cart and

water bubbler and several miscellaneous repairs and enhancements to the

a

Ingram Senior Center building.

The Salem Senior

Fair that is coordinated by Director Drelick continues to be a success for all.
conducted in early November, and this year (2004) while others were unable to secure flu
shots - Patti made sure there were over 550 available for the Salem Senior Citizens.
It is

So, as you can see

encourage you

to

it's

been a busy and exciting year for us and Salem Senior Services.

come check

1

us out for yourself!

Respectfully submitted,

Ben Holmes, Chairman

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION

Picture compliments of Lois MIocek.

Members: Jeffrey Baraclough, Kathryn Burke, Be\'er!y Glynn (Chairman),
Patricia Good, Cynthia Brown, Philip Smith (Selectmen Representative).

Historic District Commission

The home

pictured

is

located at 296

Main

offered the following history about her

Reddington Wheeler, a shoemaker by

Street in

Salem's Historic

District.

home: The house was originally

trade.

He married

Mrs. MIocek has

built in

1

835 by John

the following year and he and his wife,

Susan, raised 3 children in the house, Lizzie, Susan, and Benjamin. In 1864, the house was sold
to

Rawson and Hannah Cobum. Mr. Cobum served as Postmaster and tavern keeper at the Old
at the Town Center, in 885, the Cobum's daughter, Emma, bought the house. Walter

Tavern

1
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Haigh,
if

who

lived around the

comer on School

Street,

she would allow him to purchase the property

if

admired the

home and

she ever decided to

was sold to Walter and Florence Haigh and they raised 2 daughters
Vema. The house has remained in the Haigh family ever since.

sell

it.

asked Miss

Cobum

In 1920, the

in the house,

house

Bemice and

Bemice Haigh married Boyce Martin in 1939 and they raised 2 children in the house, Boyce and
Lois. The property passed to Bemice in 1959. Lois Haigh married John Mlocek in 1966 and
they raised 3 children in the house, Jonathan, Jason and Jennifer. Ownership passed to them in
1991.

The

fifth

generation of the Haigh family, Baylee and MacKenzie, live

their parents Jason

room and

at

294 Main

Street with

and Brigitte Mlocek. This small house originally served as the bicycle sales

repair shop of Benjamin Wheeler. Walter

Haigh also ran

a store there during

summer

months.

The Town of Salem would
photograph her

home

like to thank Lois (Haigh)

for this

Annual

Town

Mlocek

for allowing the

Town

to

Report.

HOUSING AUTHORITY

Standing: George Maihos (Chairman), Irene Marquis (Resident Commissioner),

Delberl Downing, Seated: Georgette Smith (Vice-Chairperson), Susan Desmet,

Diane Kierstead (Executive Director). Not pictured: Mary Frances Renner.

The past year has been extremely active
more affordable housing units in Salem.

for our organization, particularly in our effort to create

Early in 2004, through the support of Town government,

Town

agency received a donation of three acres of land, adjacent
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to

staff and Salem voters, our
one of our existing elderly housing

facilities.

In addition, a local developer has also donated a parcel

Authority to

by

several

utilize.

Between the two

dozen units in the near

sites,

we

of similar size for the Housing

are hopeful our housing inventory will increase

future.

Additional units are desperately needed to address the overwhelming

demand

for housing that is

affordable to low-income elderly and disabled households. Presently, our public housing waiting

exceeds 250 applicants

lists

- representing an average

It is

important to note that our agency

and

we receive no

sites totaling

is

waiting period of two to four years.

a separate municipal entity from the

local or State funding for our operations.

158 units) receive federal subsidies through the

Town of Salem,

Our public housing

US

owned and operated by the Housing

Urban Development (HUD), but they

are

In addition to the operating subsidies,

we receive

annual

facilities (three

Department of Housing

&

Authority.

HUD grant funds targeted for capital

improvements - the Capital Fund program - at our public housing sites. On average, we receive
approximately $200,000 each year. These funds have been put to a variety of good uses; most
recently, the expansion and renovations to our Telfer Circle community building. Upcoming
work items will include parking lot and walkway paving improvements at our Millville and
Telfer locations respectively, and kitchen floor replacements at Millville Arms.
is an exciting time for our agency, and as always, we appreciate the ongoing support of the
Board of Selectmen and Planning Board. Thank you!

This

Respectfully submitted,

Diane E. Kierstead,

PHM,

Executive Director

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
George E. Maihos, Chairman
Georgette Smith, Vice-Chairperson
Delbert F.

Downing

Susan Desmet

Mary Frances Renner
Irene Marquis, Resident
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KELLEY LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Anna

Willis,

Rosemarie Harinelt (Chairman), Martha Breen.

The Kelley Library has three Library Trustees. Each of us is elected by the voters for a three
year term. Our duties are governed by New Hampshire State Statutes. The year 2004 started
with Martha Breen, Ethel Fairweather and Rosemarie Hartnett serving as Kelley Library
Trustees. In

May, Ethel ended her

the Library Administration.

vacancy. In June,

career as a Trustee with her and her husband's planned

We are gratefiil

relocation to Illinois.

we

By

to Ethel for her dedication to the duties

law, the Selectmen have the responsibility to

requested that the Board of Selectmen appoint

remaining term of Ethel Fairweather.

Anna

community and she served

as Trustee

Irom

1

974

to

1

experience of Mrs. Willis during the budget process, and

community weighed

in

a Trustee

Willis to serve the

We were very pleased to accept Anna's commitment to

serve as Trustee for the remainder of Mrs. Fairweather's term. Mrs. Willis
the

of Trustee and to
fill

988.

It

was

we know

is

a familiar face in

helpful to have the

her dedication to the

her decision to take time from her very busy schedule to serve in this

temporary capacity. Mrs. Breen and I, in exercising our duties as Trustees, are very
the time and service we shared with Mrs. Fairweather and Mrs. Willis.

The Library

Trustees' duty

is

to represent the

community, and the Library Director

thankfiil for

is

responsible

for administration of the Library. Trustee duties include attending meetings, securing funds,

adopting policies, participation in planned programs, understanding the duties under State

Law

and performing those duties for the benefit of the community.

We are proud of our respected standing in the Salem community. We have a tremendous amount
of material available for the user, including books, periodicals, videos and music cd's, and
diversified programs. The Kelley Library, under the guidance of Sheila Murray, has provided us
with successfijl children's programs for many years. The Adult Book Discussion group is well
attended and enjoyed. To continue the service of the library as a cultural center, a new schedule
of Adult Programs was implemented by Reference Librarian Debbie Berlin.
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We are thankful for the dedication and service of Eleanor Strang,
Assistant Director, Jean Williams.

importance of the Kelley Library.
library this year and, in closing,

Each employee

is

devoted

Library Director, and her

to serving the

community and

the

We welcome those employees who started working for the

we acknowledge the retirement of Russ Richardson and
many years. We extend to them warm

Margaret Kuehn, both of whom served the Library for
wishes for a happy new beginning.
Respectfully submitted,

Rosemarie Hartnett, Chairman

KELLEY LIBRARY DIRECTOR'S REPORT
The year 2004 was

one for the Kelley Library, with the introduction of new
on the Board of Library Trustees and the staff.

a very significant

services and important changes

24/7 Reference Service

we

During 2004,

via the Internet.

continued our commitment to increase the number of library services

Our reference

of online service, called
the Internet at
librarian,

home to

ask questions and get answers, in real time, from a live reference

even when the library

is

closed. Kelley Library reference librarians' network with

librarians all over the country to staff this service several hours per

the service

use

is

we offer

Deb Berlin and Paul Giblin, began offering a new type
"Answers Here and Now." This new 24/7 service enables people using
librarians,

week,

in

exchange

for

then available to the patrons of their libraries 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

which

To

people simply click on the blue and yellow icon entitled "Answers Here and
on the Kelley Library's home page at www.salem.lib.nh.us We encourage you to try this

this service,

Now"
new

.

service and also

make use of the

we offer via our website,
your own materials.

other services

databases and the ability to renew and reserve

such as quality

Programs for Adults and Children
The year 2004 saw the introduction of a new type of programming for adults at the library. A
series called KLAS (Kelley Library Adult Series) was inaugurated by reference librarian Deb
Berlin and included programs on such topics as genealogy, cooking, and digital photography.^

be held in 2005 include Excavating in Egypt, a Dream Workshop, Robert Frost's
and An Evening of New Hampshire Humor. Details on these programs can be
found in a flyer available at the library and on the library's website by clicking on What's New,
where you will also find information about our ongoing Book Discussion Series for adults.

Programs

to

New Hampshire,

Our children's librarians. Sheila Murray and Coralyn Chiknas, ran a very successful Summer
Reading Program based on the theme "Check out a Hero." The program included "Afternoon
Clubs," performers, crafts, story hours, and a reading contest, the prizes for which were donated
by local merchants. The children's librarians also continued their ambitious programming for
pre-schoolers, running a total of eight story hour sessions per week, including sessions for two
year olds, three year olds, and four-to-six year olds.
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Kelley Library as a Center for the

Community

We were very pleased and honored to host a variety of community events during the course of
2004, including art shows by the Greater Salem Artists Association and the faculty and students
of the Salem School District. Other community events held at the library were "Tellabration", a
concert by professional storytellers organized by Salem resident Angela Klingler, and two Civil
War Encampments by Salem residents Ellsworth and Cynthia Brown. We ended the year with

our third annual "Holiday Reception" for the public in December, featuring a concert by the

Windham Flute Ensemble.
Changes

in the

Board of Trustees and

Staff

We were saddened by the departure of Trustee Ethel Fairweather, who resigned after five years
on the Board of Trustees and moved out of state. We miss her tremendously, but wish her all the
best in her new home. We are extremely gratefiil to Anna Willis, who very ably served as Mrs.
Fairweather's replacement until the election of 2005.

There were also major changes among the staff of the library. Our Technical Services librarian,
Margaret Kuehn, retired after eighteen years with the library, and our Senior Custodian, Russ
Richardson, retired after twenty-five years. We miss both of them greatly, and wish them all the
best in their new lives. We welcome their successors, Vicki Lukas and Chris Colella.

Thank you!
There are many people to

First, I want to thank our
Martha Breen, and Anna Willis, for their outstanding work
guiding the library, and my assistant director Jean Williams and all the members of the library
staff for their unflagging commitment to excellence in serving the public. I would also like to
thank the Town boards and Town staff for all their assistance, and the following community
organizations for their support: the GFWC Salem Women's Club, the Greater Salem Artists
Association, the Salem Garden Club, the Salem Historical Society, and the Merrimack Valley

thank for the success of the past year.

Trustees, Rosemarie Hartnett,

Mr. Bernard Raynowska for designating the library as the
late wife, Phyllis. Finally and most importantly, I want
to thank the people of Salem for your enthusiastic support of the library. We always welcome
your suggestions as to how we can improve our services for you.
Storytellers' Guild.

I

want

recipient of donations in

to thank

memory of his

RespectfiiUy submitted,

Eleanor Strang, Director
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KELLEY LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
Balance of cash on hand January

1

,

2004

44,226.02

$

Income, 2004

Town

of Salem

$1,242,962.37

Library Fees

& payments for lost/damaged items)

Materials of Trade (fines

& Council of Fine Arts Trust Funds

$

11,066.02

$

1

8,770.47

$

2,034.76

Gifts

$

1,909.76

Interest

$

300.13

Totallncome:

$1,277,043.51

Brock, Bailey,

Total Available Funds,

2004

$1,321,269.53

Expenses, 2004

979,878.75

Personal Services

$

Fees «& Charges

$

7,970.31

Materials of Trade

$

139,571.09

Supplies

$

16,375.16

$

112,078.22

$

11,457.14

& Charges
Equipment & Furniture
Services

$1,267,330.67

Total Expenses:

Balance of Cash on Hand, December 31, 2004

$

Cash Balances, December 3 1 2004
Cash on Hand
Checking Account

$

889.48

$

37,705.57

Certificate of Deposit

$

10,532.84

Madeleine L. Marois Trust Fund

$

4,805.37

$

160

$

53,938.86

53,938.86

,

Petty

Cash

Total Cash Balances:

Note: Activity in the Madeleine L. Marois Trust Fund (restricted to the purchase of recorded
classical

music) was as follows:

Balance on January

1

,

2004
Expenses, 2004
Balance on December

2004

$
$

Interest,

4,779.

1

26.20

$
3

1

,

2004
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$

4,805.37

KELLEY LIBRARY STATISTICS

2004

"Dedicated to serving you"

The Kelley Library offers not only the latest best-sellers but also current books on every subject;
magazines and paperbacks; books on tape and on CD; video cassettes and DVDs; music on CD;
and CD-ROMs.

As of December

31, 2004 the library offered:
Books (including 23,627 paperbacks)
Current Magazine and Newspaper Subscriptions

14,666

1

296

in hard-copy, plus access to over

6,600 subscriptions online.

Music CDs and CD-ROMs
Books on Tape and on CD
Video Cassettes and DVDs
Barcoded Library Cards issued

3,646
2,865
6,8 1 5

24,332

(since

March 1996)

We also offer you:
*
A website on the Internet (www.salem.lib.nh.us) featuring access to our online catalog
and

22 databases

to

(for

example: Heritage Quest Online, for genealogical research, and

Leam-a-Test).
*

The

*

Online reference assistance via email or our

ability to reserve

and renew library materials via the website.

new

24/7 live reference service

"Answers Here and Now".

called
*

Free public Internet computers with high-speed access via Comcast.

*

Free computer classes: Computer Basics, Introduction to

www and Search Engines, and

E-mail.
*

The

*

Wordprocessing workstations for public use.
Business Library Cards for Salem businesses and non-profit organizations.
Access to statewide and nationwide inter-library loan.
The ability to use your Kelley Library card directly at ten other NH libraries through the
"Common Borrowing Program."
Outreach library service to home-boimd Salem residents.
Story hours for three separate groups of preschoolers: age 2 (Parent & Tot), age 3, and ages

*
*
*

*

*

ability to search the holdings of eight other public and three academic libraries
through our Online Public Catalog computers.

4-6, plus drop-in storytimes for 3 to 6 year olds.
*

Money-saving passes

*

KLAS

to eleven

museums.

(Kelley Library Adult Series) programs on topics as diverse as cooking, digital

photography, and

New Hampshire humor.
by New Hampshire scholars.

*

Book

*

Photocopiers for public use.

*

Print-enlarging

*

Quiet Study

*

*

Notary Public services by appointment.
Meeting room facilities for Salem non-profit organizations.

*

Community bulletin boards and

discussions led

machine

Room

for the sight-impaired.

within the Reference Department.

display

facilities.
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2

1

ADULT CIRCULATION:
Books, Magazines, and Paperbacks
Books on tape and CD, Music CDs, and
Video Cassettes and DVDs

99,505

CD-ROMs

23,849
55,272

Museum Passes

549

ADULT TOTAL:

179,175

CHILDREN'S CIRCULATION:
Books, Magazines, and Paperbacks
Books on tape and CD, Music CDs, and
Video Cassettes and DVDs

8 1 ,266

CD-ROMs

5,242
35,557

CHILDREN'S TOTAL

122,065

TOTAL CIRCULATION:

301,240

OTHER ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES:
5,306

12,330
2,663
1

,241

Overdue Notices and Bills Generated
Inter-Library Loans Processed
Adult Library Cards Issued

171

Children's Library Cards Issued

192

Story Hours

2,844

69
1

Reserve Requests Processed

,620
1

280

Story Hour Attendance
Programs
Program Attendance
Field Trips
Field Trip Attendance

MATERIALS PROCESSED:
Books (including paperbacks)
Books on tape and CD, Music CDs, CD-ROMs, Video

7,01

Cassettes,

DVDs, and Microfilm Reels

1

Total Library Materials Processed

8,077

Total Library Materials

Withdrawn (damaged, worn

61

out, outdated)

,066

5,759

MUSEUM COMMITTEE

Pictmed

Museum Committee Members:

Historical

Museum

Salem Historic Museum.

Jeff Barraclough (Chairman), Kathiyn Burke. Beverly Glynn,

Patricia Good, Ernest Mack,

The Salem

is

Dan

Zavisza, Philip Smith

(

Selectmen Representative).

has had another successful year with

The Museum

many visitors,

including

of three buildings located in the Salem
Center Historic District: the Old Town Hall (built 1738), Alice Hall Memorial Library (built
1861), and Schoolhouse #5 (built 1873). Artifacts of historical significance to Salem from
various time periods are housed in these three buildings, offering visitors a view of what life was
like for residents of Salem throughout the town's history. The Museum Committee, consisting
of representatives from the Salem Historical Society and the Historic District Commission, is
dedicated to operating the museum and preserving Salem's history. Our mission is to protect,
preserve, interpret, and foster an appreciation for the history of Salem, NH through research,
maintaining a historical collection, and educating the public.
school classes and scout groups.

consists

The Museum Committee has been working with
incorporate Hose House 2 as a part of the Salem
historical building has served the

Committee and
display and

the

Town of Salem

Fire Department thought

commemorate Salem's

it

Salem Fire Department

Historical
for

many

Museum.

years and both the

appropriate that this building

firefighting legacy.

project will be complete in time for the Department's

It is

100"''

this year to

Built in 1906, this

Museum

become

our hope that the

a place to

first

anniversary next year.

phase of this

A

special

thanks to Salem Fire for taking on this project and especially to Captain Breen for the time and
effort

he

is

giving.

Museum has been fortunate to have the service of Ernie Muise of the Department
of Public Works. Ernie serves as our maintenance custodian and performs weekly upkeep of the

This year, the

three buildings.

Thanks

for

all

your work, Ernie!
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The Salem Museum
the history of Salem

Anyone

is

a volunteer-run organization.

is

encouraged to get involved by volunteering during

interested in learning

more about

museum hours and

attending meetings of the Salem Historical Society on the second Tuesday of each month.
the committee's

Salem

is

hope

that

more people

will visit

It is

and take advantage of this great resource which

fortunate to have.

The Museum is open to the public April through October on Mondays from 2:00 - 5:00 p.m. and
on the first Monday of every month year-round from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. School classes, youth
groups, and other groups are invited to visit any time of the year. Local organizations are invited
to

We are also looking to expand our
have any pictures of Salem people and places, please stop
would be happy to scan them and add them to our collection.

hold a meeting in the main room and tour the museum.

collection of old photographs. If you

by

the

museum some time and we

In closing,

I

would

operating the

like to thank the

museum and

group of Monday afternoon volunteers for

giving tours to the public.

appreciated.

Respectftilly submitted,

Jeff Barraclough,

Chairman

Kathryn Burke
Beverly Glynn

Good
Mack

Patricia

Ernest

Dan Zavisza
Philip Smith, Selectmen Representative
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all their

Your work and dedication

is

help in

greatly

PLANNING BOARD

Ron Tony Giordano, Roland Theberge,

Standing: John Morris, Jody LaChance.

Robert

Ellis.

Seated: James Keller,

Adam

Webster (Chairman), Phyllis

O 'Grady

Not pictured: Everett McBride (Selectmen Representative)
If

I

could

sum up

Many of the

the Planning Board's year

2004

in

two words they would be 'follow through'.

came to fhiition this past year had their origins in the discussions and
work sessions of 2003. The upsurge of multi-family housing of '03 led to questions about the
strain on a number of town resources. In response, the Planning Board in conjunction with the
projects that

Board of Selectmen commissioned a study to expand the town's impact fee system to include
fees for public safety and recreation. The study is now complete and the Planning Board will be
asking the voters to support modifications to Salem's impact fee ordinance at the polls. Two
thousand and four also saw the Planning Board approve changes to the town's subdivision and
site plan regulations that will do a better job of meeting the needs of both the town and applicants
alike. Lastly, a

primary concern of the Planning Board was

ensure approved

site

plans are built to specification. After

to find a better

much

Planning Board settled on requiring outside inspections and as-built
identify

problems

in the early stages

way

for

Salem

to

discussion on the issue the
site plans.

This will help to

of development allowing the discrepancies

to

be corrected.

me review some key activities and a few of the noteworthy projects approved this year. The
Planning Board conducted 26 meetings in 2004 and managed 57 agenda items, an increase of
26% over the previous year. Redevelopment along the Route 28 corridor has continued with a

Let

1

number of plans gaining approval, the most significant plan being.the complete redevelopment of
Ski Haus. The Board also has accepted plans for a 60,000 square foot retail development on the
old Winmill Equipment site. The number of approved house lots rose slightly this year over last
but is still well below the numbers approved during the 90's. For the first time in many years the
Board approved a number of affordable units as part of the Braemoor Woods project of 142
senior units. Finally, the Board also approved several new industrial and office buildings in the
industrial parks

west of Interstate 93.
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The Planning Board and planning staff devotes many hours of its time to researching and
developing zoning amendments it brings forward to the voters each year. 1 would respectfully
request that you carefully review the articles and vote on them as you see fit.
In conclusion,

I

would

like to

thank the members of the Planning Board and their families (who

sacrifice time with their loved ones), the planning staff
to the

planning process.

meetings

this past year.

I

would

It is

also like to thank the

my sincere hope that 2005

who contributed
who attended

and the town employees

members of the
will

public

be as successful as 2004.

Respectfully submitted

Adam

C. Webster, Chairman

MAJOR PROJECTS APPROVED BY PLANNING BOARD - 2004
Applicant

RECREATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Standing:

Mazen Khawatmi, Susan

Perrault, Diane-Barcellona-Wright,

Kerri Ganley, Victoria Vareschi. Seated:

Damon

Thomas

Woelfel,

Norcross (Chairman). Rick Murray.

Not pictured: Stephanie Micklon (Selectmen Representative).

It is

my pleasure to

Committee

submit the following report on the

for 2004.

earlier years,

activities

The committee focused on seeing

of the Recreation Advisory

the completion of projects started in

updating to the policies and procedures of the committee and the recreation
new recreation opportunities in 2005 and beyond.

department, and setting the stage for

Morse Field Completed
The most exciting project

2004 was the completion of the Cluff Crossing Complex. The
2000 and was finished in time for the fall soccer season.
Located behind Soule School, the new field consists of 2 soccer fields that will be utilized by
Salem Youth Soccer and an updated softball diamond for Salem Girls Softball. The new fields
will be used by over 600 youth and greatly expand the ability of Salem Youth Soccer to provide
quality recreation and travel programs. Future additions to Morse Field in 2005 include a
blockhouse for Salem Youth Soccer and dugouts for the softball diamond.

project

was

in

originally conceived in

In accordance with the Naming of Parks Policy, the new complex was named Morse Field in
honor of current State Senator Charles "Chuck" Morse for his efforts in securing the land fi-om
the state and his outstanding commitment and efforts to better the town of Salem.

Revised Policies and Procedures
The committee continued to focus on the policies and procedures
ensuring consistency and relevance to the town.
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that

impact town recreation

..

The committee updated our by-laws to be consistent with the town code and added two key
committee objectives. The first is to, 'Modify, define, and approve all plaimed development
of recreational fields and facilities.' The second is to, 'Develop ongoing standards for field

1

and

facility usage.'

We implemented an 'Inclement Weather and Field Usage Policy' that governs the use of

2.

them from damage and ensure maximum use of our limited playing fields.
same fields more responsibility in

fields to protect

The policy
governing

also gives leagues that consistently use the
field

usage and

field

maintenance.

Looking Ahead
In

to 2005
2005 the committee will continue

1

2.

to focus our attention

on three key

areas:

Improving current facilities and looking for new areas for recreation. This includes
improvements to Palmer Field, additions to Morse Field, utilization of the field donated by
Wal-Mart, improvements to Hedgehog Park, and the completion of the new Skate Park.
Continued focus on policies affecting Salem recreation, specifically updating the town
municipal code as related to field usage and recreation.

3.

Increasing our communication and visibility with

and ensure recreation needs are being met

in the

town

citizens to identify

new

opportunities

community.

We welcome our newest members Mazen Khawatmi, Dianne Barcellona- Wright, and Thomas
Woelfel, and thank the

members whose terms have expired

this year.

Aim

David, Mike Loomis,

and Ron Travaglini.

As

always, the committee would like to thank Julie Kamal, Jeanine

Recreation Department staff for their dedication.

Department for

their support

and

tireless efforts to

existing facilifies. Finally the committee

would

Bannon and

the rest of the

We also would like to thank the Public Works
shape and improving our
Board of Selectman alternate
support and continued involvement.

keep our

fields in

like to thank the

representative to the committee, Dick Gregory, for his

Respectfully Submitted,

Damon Norcross, Chairman
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS

Michael Garofalo, Harley Featherston (Chairman), Robert Carpinone.

The Trustees of Trust Funds
expendable

are authorized

trust ftinds created

by

gifts

by

NH

State Statute to administer various non-

and legacies

administer capital reserve funds appropriated by

to the

Town. The Trustees

Town Meeting

also currently

as separate ftinds.

The Trust funds

are held to maintain cemetery plots, purchase library or educational material,
and scholarships. The Capital Reserve Funds are appropriated for road improvements, school
district improvements or purchase of capital equipment.

The Trustees disburse fijnds throughout the year as necessary fi^om the capital reserve accounts
and disburse income annually to carry out the designated purposes of the non-expendable trusts.
Since 994, the day-to-day management of these ftinds has been performed by Citizens
1

Investment Services.

In

October 2002, the Trustees and Citizens Bank implemented a new system

to handle the day-

to-day transactions of the Expendable Trust Funds and the Capital Reserve accounts. This

system continues to work well and the Trustees are able to save the
in

management

Town

approximately $6,500

fees per year.

The Trustees would

like to thank

Tax Collector Cheryl-Ann Bolouk

for volunteering her

assistance in their record keeping for the past fourteen years. If you have any questions or

suggestions regarding the Trust Funds please contact the Trustees
Respectfully submitted,

Harley G. Featherston, Chairman
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at

the

Town

Hall.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

Standing: James Broadhwst, Curtis Davis, Edward Huminick. Seated: Daniel Norris,
Kathy Cote (Chairman - appointed in 2005), Joseph Scionti (Chairman in 2004), Les Miller
Not pictured: Edith Hyatt, Michael Herrick, John Smith.

The year 2004 was an extremely busy year

for the

Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA).

twenty one (21) meetings Of which four of the meetings were work shops and

A total

We held

training.

of one hundred thirty-five (135) applications were submitted to the Building Department
be placed on the agenda for the (ZBA). This is an increase often (10) appeals from the year
2003. Of those one hundred and thirty- five (135) appeals, one hundred and two (102) were
granted, sixteen (16) denied and seventeen (17) were withdrawn. This data is illustrated on the

to

chart below.

ZBA has recommended and sponsored Zoning changes such as
allowing In-law apartments in the Recreational District and to allow In-law apartments for
In the past three years, the

Open

Space preservation in the Rural and Residential Districts, revise School Impact fees to include
fees for seasonal to year round conversions and to allow existing dwelling/mobile home to
remain during new construction. These all made the ballot and were passed by the voters.

We have recommended many other changes that either was not taken up by the Planning Board
or were considered a low priority and tabled.

1.

Some of these recommendations

include:

Allow the Chief Building Official to cure minor set back violations to the year 2000, which
was currently allowed to the year 1 974. This change was intended to save the taxpayer the
expenses of engineering fees for plans and fees for application to the
Waivers, and also reduce the number of Equitable Waivers hearings

ZBA for Equitable
at the

ZBA;

2.

Allow sheds in excess of one hundred (100) sq ft. to have the same set back requirements
garages, which are ten (10) feet to the rear lot line. This change would allow a fair and
equitable resolve between the controversies over the difference in set back requirements
between structures;

3.

Increase the square footage of in-law apartments from 750 square ft. to 1,000 square ft. The
purpose of this change was to provide better living conditions as alternative housing for
family members especially seniors or parents who are down sizing from larger homes and
find

it

difficult to adjust.

as

This also provides the retaining and supporting of the family

structure for those residents

who need

to reside

with their family members for financial,

health and domestic care;

4.

Allow off premises or off site signage under special condifions in certain areas of town. This
would allow those businesses who have their establishments located in the rear of a
development

5.

to properly advertise

and locate

their business;

Revise Special Exception Ordinance in the commercial

recommended

to bring the

zoning

article into lawful

districts.

This change was

compliance, giving the

ZBA the

Uses and giving the Planning Board the authority to
waive the Restrictions under a conditional use permit. This would also better define the
conditions and criteria.
authority to only waive the Permitted

From time to time there are vacancies in the ZBA membership. We encourage all who wish to
serve their community to apply. There are no special qualifications. All we ask is that the
applicant is willing to sacrifice their time, be honest and reasonable in the decision process, and
have no ties with special interest groups that might alter a proper decision; and are willing to
uphold the regulations governing the ZBA both Local and State.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph E. Sciond, Chairman
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TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT AND FINANCIALS
One of the
which

is

Town Treasurer is

chief responsibilities of the

balances of Town accounts. This

is

the

money

to

maximize the earnings on

|

the

collected in property taxes and various fees,

held for use in paying the operating expenses of the town. These balances are

considerable amounting, on average, to half the

Town budget.

be the low earnings on these balances held by the Town.
5% to just under 1% reflecting
the drop in interest rates in the overall economy. For each of the past three years, the town has
realized about a half million dollars less in interest income that it had earned in 2000.

The major concern

in

2004 continued

to

After 9/11, interest rates on these funds plummeted from about

This situation started to change in mid 2004.

As

the

economy improved

the Federal Reserve

gradually increased interest rates. At the start of 2004 interest rates were about 1%. At year's
end, they had risen to

1

.75%.

Town earned $157,146 in interest on its accounts. These earnings are $39,456
higher than those of 2003 as a result of the increasing rates. These interest rates are also low
because the safety and liquidity of Town fiinds must necessarily take precedence over all other
In 2004, the

considerations.

I

include the following remarks for reference and for

new

readers to this space.

RSA 41 :29

"The town treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging to the
." However, essentially
town, and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the selectmen
the financial dealings of the Town are handled by the Finance Department. Nonetheless, the

provides in part

that:

.

.

all

Town Treasurer,

a part-time elected official, has specific tasks and responsibilities not handled

by

to

it.

The

This

is

due

both statute and

Financial Report section of this

revenues and expenses. Here

manages

its

cash.

I

Town practice.

Town

Report contains a comprehensive

provide some general remarks about

As I mentioned above,

throughout the year. In order for the

the cash

amounts

of town

listing

how the Town

actually

in custody are substantial

Town to maximize the interest

and vary

earned on these amounts,

they are "swept" every night and invested in overnight repurchase instruments. The safety of
these investments
securities

is

guaranteed by being

fially

collateralized

by

the

bank with U.S. government

purchased by the bank in the Town's name.

One escrow account

is worth particular mention. In March 1997, the voters approved the School
Impact Fee ordinance which established a fund to help lessen the impact on our schools from the
construction of new homes. While the fee varies (e.g. single family homes versus apartments),

the

overwhelming majority of impact

2004, there were 55 impact fees for a

withdrew $369,631 from
Fee account was $1,161,560.
District

this

fees are for single family

Respectfully submitted,

John Sytek,

Town

homes whose

fee

is

$2,3

1

5. In

revenue of $124,631. In December the Salem School
account. At year's end, the balance in the School Impact

total

Treasurer
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants
193 North Main Street Concord
•

.

New Hampshire

& Auditors

03301-5063 • 603-225-6996

•

FAX-224-1380

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 'S REPORT
To

the

Members of the Board of Selectmen

Town of Salem
Salem,

New Hampshire

We have

audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, business-type activities, each
major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Salem as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2003 which collectively comprise the Town's basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on fhe financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and
the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued

by

the Comptroller

General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance

about whether the financial statepients are

firee

of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
An audit also includes assessing the

evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
accounting principles used and significant estimates
statement presentation.

made by management,

as well as evaluating the overall financial

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in

all

material respects, the respective financial

of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund
information of the Town of Salem as of December 3 1, 2003, and the respective changes in financial position thereof for
the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

position

As described in Note 2, as of .January 1, 2003, the Town has implemented a new
by the provisions of the GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements
Analysis -for State and Local Governments.
fii

accordance with Government Auditing Standards,

we have

financial reporting model, as required
-

and Management 's Discussion and

also issued a report dated

March

26,

2004 on our

consideration of the Town's internal control over financial reporting and our tests of compliance with certain provisions

of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the
scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not
an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part
in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and should be considered in assessmg the
results of our audit.
to provide

of an audit perfonned

The management's

discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information are

financial statements, but are supplementary information requited

United States of America.

We have

applied certain limited

.

management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.

Our audit was conducted

for the purpose of fonning opinions

a required part of the basic

i;3t

by accounting princip
jenerally accepted in the
procedures, which consi^ed principally of inquiries of

on the

.

the required supplementary information.

financial statements that collectively comprise the

Town of Salem's basic financial statements. The combining and individual fimd statements and schedules are presented
for the purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements.

The accompanying

schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented forpurposes of additional analysis as required by the U.S. Office

of Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, and
is also not a required part of the basic financial statements of the Town of Salem. The combining and individual fund
financial statements

and the schedule of expenditures of federal awards have been subjected to the auditing procedures

applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opmion, are fairly stated in

all

material respects in

relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

Mx^if ^. ^^^^
March

26,

2004

g2

^'^

PLODZHC & SANDERSON
Professional Association

TOWN HAMPSHIRE
of SALEM
N

33

EW

GEREMONTY DRIVE
603/890-2120

SAI.EM, NH
03079
FAX: 603/890-2220

Current Year Audit Report

The Town of Salem's
audit for this year

Town Report

is

is

fiscal

year

the calendar year ending

made

required to be

The following pages

is

scheduled for March/April 2005, which

illustrate the

December
is

3

1

,

2004. The

subsequent to the date the

available to the public.

fmancials for the calendar year 2004.

page, these financials are unaudited.

Respectfiilly,

Linda Casey, Finance Director
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As noted on each

ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
COMBnVED BALANCE SHEET
December

31,

2004 (unaudited)

SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
COMBINING BALANCE SHEET
December

31,

2004 (unaudited)

T3

GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2004 (unaudited)
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GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN UNRESERVED - UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2004 (unaudited)

Unreserved

-

Undesignated Fund Balance

-

January

$5,758,913

1

Deductions

Unreserved Fund Balance Used

to

Reduce 2004 Tax Rate

(1,000,000)

Increase in Reserve for Contingency

(45,469)

(1,045,469)

Total Deductions

Additions

2004 Budget Summary

Revenue Surplus
Unexpended Balance of Appropriations

1,253,220

Total Additions

Unreserved

-

Undesignated Fund Balance

785,192
468,028

-

December 31

92

$5,966,664
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<N

BANK BALANCES BY FUND BY ACCOUNT
December

3

1 ,

2004 (unaudited)
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ABSENTEE
OFFICIAL BALLOT

ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
SALEM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARCH 9, 2004

TOWN CLERK

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
A. To vote, complete

tfie

^ m polnfng to your choic8(s),

arTOW(s)

B. Follow directions as to the nunriber of candidates to tte

name

C. To vote for a person wtiosa

name on

FOR SELECTMAN
RONALD J. BELANGER
JAMES

E.

HOLLAND, JR.

tfie ballot,

and complete the

FOR BUDGET
COMMITTEE MEMBER

2

Article

arrow.

Eldsily Exnnptlon

the town shall modify the eWsriy axanptlona from proparty tax in the
Salem, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 85 years of age up to 74 years $30,000; for a person 75
years of age up to BO years $45,000; for a person 80 years of age or older
$60,000. To qualify, tfie person must have been a New Hampshire resident fdr
If

3443

own the real estate Individually or Jointly, or the real estate
owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at least
6 years. In addtjon, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than
$^,000 or. If married, a combined net Income of less 8ian $40,000; and dwn

at least 5 years,

If

net assets not
denca".

In

Y£S 4*

PATRICK M. HARGREAVES

adopt the provisions of

JOHN

C. MORRIS
PETER J. RAYNO
LORRAINE E. THOMPSON

irUcIa

4

Shall

we

/U4

YES

1

RSA 7228

11 for an optional veterans' tax
be increased from $100 to $250.'

Vetbnuia Exemption 2
adopt the provtetons of RSA72.-35

servlce-connectBd

total disability.

The

oh ir

l-a for

an optional tax

-J^D

credit for

yj^ ^^

tax credit for sendee connacted-dlaabllT

NO

Hy shall be Increased from $1 ,400 to $2.000.

ArthrtBi^Protest

FOR TOWN

2514
YES ^^
^_

^
^

1497

t6

Article

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2, as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: (mis amendment

would add various uses such as

CHARLES W. MORSE

#1,

Petition rieeds 2/3 - Needed 2761)
,

MODERATOR

^

j._

"" 790

Are you In favor of the edoplion of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Board of Selectmen to the Town Zoning Ordinance as foitows: (This amendment would delete the existing spedalexceptlon dauso In the CommercialIndustrial DIstrlotB.)? The Planning Board recommends approval of this arti-

17

^HL
3.340

Veterans Exemption

Article 3

NO

eoccess of $60,000, excluding the value of the person's resi-

cradlt? The opBonsI veterans' tax credit Shan

3448
25

^—

Office.

write the candidate's

of

Shal we

.11194

like tfils:

eadi

la

28

k971
1144
2241

for

ARTICLES
To sas

2351

not printed on

the line provided

Town

|1808

Is

marked

colleges,

and places

InduaWal

DIstilcts.)?

fiealth

of worship to the

2763
YES

dubs, sports and recreational facilities,
of pennBted uses In the Commercial-

.,_

list

NO

!
•
1204
.

«7

Article

2034

FOR SUPERVISOR OF
THE CHECKLIST

Planning Board to the Town 2^lng Onlinance as IoIIowb: (this amendment ^^—^
would IncreaBe the maximum allowable height of office buildings In the YES
Commerdal-industrlai Districts hT>m 35 feet to 45 feet The limit 013 stories ^.f.
would still apply.)?

^^
-1998
3121

SHEILA M. MURRAY

Are you

in favor of ttie

adoption of

Amendment No.

4,

YES

as proposed by the

Planning Board to the Town Zoning Ondinaflfce as follows: (This amendment
would revise the paildng requirements for Industrial uses and require handicap parMng spaces In acconlance with stats and fedemi requirements.)?

rii
FOR UBRARY TRUSTEE

Article

870

«S

In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5, as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: (TWs amenonsnt
would revise the Senior Housing Overlay District by restrtadng projects In
Residential and Rural Districts to only single family homes, modlfyliig the density calculation, lowering allowable bulkSng helglit, requiring occupants to be
age 55 and older, requiring affordable units in all projects, and Imposing an
annual permit Dmit and phasing requirement)?

Are you

[3446

MARTHA BREEN

16

FOR TRUSTEE OF THE
TRUST FUNDS
3254
23

HARLEY G. FEATHERSTON

ArtlclB#10

DistricL)?

2896
YES 4*
.

,_

NO
1034
3257

Article #11

favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7, as proposed by the
Planning BoanI to the Town Zoning Ordlnanca as follows: (This amendment
would allow an existing dwelling or mobile home to remain temporarily on a lot
while a new dwelling Is constructed on the same lot)?

Are you

Article

In

YES

NO ^^
^"
764

#12

in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. S, as proposed by the
Planning Boanj to the Town Building Cods as follows: Cpils amendment would
adopt the 2003 National Hce Protection Association Rre Cods and the 2000
International Rre Cods.)?

3297

Are you

Article

^it

NO ^B
1089

In

Housing Overiay

^oDo

'

favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6, as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Town Zoning Onlinance as follows: miis amerKiment
would require seasonal-to-year-round conversions to pay Ins school impact
fee and allow the fee to be waived for prnjects approved under the Senior

Are you

oqctq

YES

YES

NO
616
3210

#13

In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9, as proposed by the
Planning Board to Ihs Town Building Code as follows: (This amendment would
adopt the 2003 Ufa Safety Code.)?

Are you

:

——

TURN BALLOT OVER AND CONTINUE VOTING

96

YES 4"
.,_ ji__
NO '^
664

9

ARTICLES CONTINUED
2673
1090

Are you

3129

Are you

In

tlie adoption of Amendment No. 10. as proposed by the Planning Board
amendment would adopt the 2003 International Residential Building Code.)?

favor of

lows: (This

In

Are you

In

Code as

fol-

Amendment No. 11, as proposed by t le Planning Board to the Tovm Zoning Ordinance as
amendment would designate an area located oft Atkinson R jad as Prime Wetland #31 .)?

YES

NO

Amendment No. 12, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
amendment would designate an area located off Zion Hill Road as Prime Wetland #32.)?

YES

Town Zoning Ordinance as
Avenue as Prima Wetland

YES

favor of the adoption of

follows: (This

|^q

#17

Article

3152
769

Building

#16

ArtlclB

777

Town

favor of the adoption of

follows: CThls

3126

to the

Are you

in

Amendment No. 13. as proposed by the Planning Board to
amendment would designate an area located off Veterans IVIemortal Paj1(way and

favor of the adoption of

follows: (This

the

Parit

|^q

#33.)7

«1S

Article

2689
1130

Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 14, as proposed by petition of the voters of this Town, to the Town Zoning
Ordinance and Zoning H^ap, as follows: {This amendment would rezone property at 12, 16, and 20 Glen Road from partly
Recreational Dlstrict-patlly Rural District to all Recreational District.)? The Planning Board recommends approval of this

'

ES
ffQ

amendment
Article «1

865
2996

Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 15, aa proposed by petition of the voters of this Town, to the Town Zoning
Ordinance and Zoning Map, as follows: (This amendment would rezona property at 205-207 Main Street from partly Residential
District-partly Business Office District to Garelen Apartment District)? The Planning Board recommends disapproval of this

YES
jjq

amendment
#20

Article

719
3113

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 16, as proposed by petition of the voters of this Town, to the Town Zoning
Ordinance and Zoning Map, as follows: (This amendment would rezone 8 Willow Street from Residential District to CommerciaiIndustrial B District)? The Planning Board recommends disapproval of this amendment

L^kBs Area Infrastructure Program
$70,997,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Million Nine Hundred and Ninety-Seven Thousand
Doilare ($70,997,000) for the purpose of improving and extending town sewer and water ilnea and for road and drainage
Improvements associated with the Lakes Area Infrastructure Plan, and authorize the land acquisition necessary for this construction; and to authorize the issuance of rK)1 more than $70,997,000 of bonds or notes for such purpose in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal finance Act (RSA 33); and autlwrize the Selectmen to Issue, negotiate, and regulate such bonds
and/or notes and to detemiine the rate of interest thereon and to autlwriza tile Board of Selectmen to accept any and all State
Aid or other revenue souroe that may be or may become available and talie any and all action necessary to carry out any vote
hereurvjer or take any other action relalivs ttiereto. (Requires 2/3 vote) Needed 2717 tO paSS

YES

NO

Article 21

2000
2081

Recommendations:

22

Budget Committee:

With

YES

NO

With

New

Police Facnity
will vole to raise and appropriate the

Recommendations:

2662
1292

of Selectmen:

$7,450,000
Four Hundred Rfty Thousand Dollars ($7,450,000)
To see If the Town
for the purpose of constructing a new Police facility and for road and drainage Improvements associated with this prolect, and
authorize the land acquisition necessary for this construction; and to autiiorize the Issuance of not mora than $7,450,000 of
bonds or notes for such purpose In acconJance with thie provisions of the Municipal Rnancs Act (RSA 33); and authorize the
Selectmen to Issue, negotiate, and regulate such bonds and/or notes and to detemnlne the liate of Inlereat Unereon and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any and all State AkJ or other revenue source that may be or may become available and
take any and all action necessary to cany out any vote hereunder or take any other action relative ttiereto. (Requires 2/3 vote)
Article

2261
1847

Board

Board

of Selectmen:

sum of Seven

Million

Budget Committee:

With

With

YES

Needed 2735 tO paSS

Artlda 23
2004 Operating Budget
$29,096395
To see If the Town vidll vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Nine Million Ninety Five Thousand Nine Hundred NinetyFive Dollars ($29,095,995) for the operational expenses of tiie Tovm for fisoal year 2004.

YES

""NO

Recommendations:
Article

24

Fund

Board of Selecbnen:
Fire

Budget Comm'rttee:

With

Emptoyees Union Contract

With

$82,714

If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty-Two Tfiousand Seven Hundred Fourteen Dollars
($82,714) such sums representing the cost of Uiosa increased economic benefits for members of the intamaUonai Association
of Rre Fighters, (I.A.F.E), Local 2892, to which they are entitied under ttie terms of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement
entered into by the Board of Selectmen and the Union.

To see

2706
1328

Recommendations:

Board

of

Selectmen:

WHh

Fund Polk» Employees Union Contract
til e Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum

Budget Committee:

Article 25

To see

2560
1492

if

of

$74,500
Seventy-Four Thousand Five Hundred Doilare ($74,600). such

sum representing the cost of those Increased economic benefits for membere of the Salem Police Relief. Team'
of New Hampshire, to which ttiey are entitied under ttie terms of ttie latest Coilectfve Bargaining Agreement ent.
Board

of

Selectmen and

Recommendations:

ttie

YES

NO

Witti

•*,
'

..

Local 633
by Hie

.nto

Union.

YES

NO

Board of Selectmen:

Witti

Budget Committee:

Witti

$32,654
26
Fund Cleilcal/Admln. Employees Union Contract
To see if ttie Town will vote to raise and appropriate ttie sum of Thirty-Two Thousand Six Hundred Fifty-Four Dollars ($32,654)
such sum representing the cost of ttiose Increased economic benefits for memtiers of the State Employees Association of New
under
ttie
terans
of
ttie latest Collective Bargaining AgrBement
which
Biey
are
entitied
Hampshire, (S.EA), Local 1984, to
entered into by the Board of Selectmen and the Union.
Article

2468
1525

Recommendations:

Board of Selectmen:

Witti

Budget Committee:

YES

NO

Witti

$42,777
Fund Public Works Employees Union Contract
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-Two Thousand Seven Hundred Seventy-Seven Dollais
($42,777) such sum representing Uie cost of ttiose increased economic benefits for members of the Association of Federal.

Article 27
To see H the

2443
1557

State, County,

&

Municipal Employaea, (A.F.S.C.M.E.), Local 1801, to whteh ttiey are entitied under
Agreement entered Into by the Board of Selectmen

Collective Bargaining

Recommendations:

Boanl

of

Selectmen:

Witti

Budget Committee:

Witti

YOU HAVE NOW COMPLETED VOTING

97

ttie

temis

of ttie latest

YES

NO

>

2004

ANNUAL TOWN MEETING RESULTS March 9 &
-

13,

Article 21 :

Lakes Area Infrastructure Program

Article 22:

New Police Facility

Article 23 :

2004 Operating Budget

Article 24:

Fund

Article 25:

Fund Police Employees Union Contract

Article 26:

Fund

Article 27:

Fund Public Works Employees Contract

Article 28 :

2004 Operating Budget

Article 29:

Fund

Article 30:

Fimd Kelley Library Employees Economic Benefits

Article 31:

Expendable Trust Fund

Article 32:

Winter Weather Operations

A'ticle 33:

Roadway Improvement Program

Article 34:

Unpaved Road Program

Article 35:

Sewer Inflow

Article 36:

North Station Design Bid

Article 37:

Reserve Ambulance

Article 38:

Outside

Article 39:

Outside

Article 40:

Land Use Change Tax

Article 41 :

Sale of Town Land-Off Elizabeth Lane (Part ©f Map

Article 42:

Sale of Town Land-Off Freedom Drive (Part of Map 99, Lot 7892)

Article 43:

Remove Deed

Fire

$70,997,000

Employees Union Contract

Clerical/ Administrative

Unaffiliated

Employees Union Contract

Employees Compensation Changes

-

Employee Separation

& Infiltration Program

Human Services Agency Rockingham County Adult Tutorial Program
Human

Services

Agency

Restriction

-

2004

Sonshine Soup BCitchen

1

9,

Lot 6064)

-

Defeated

1

TOWN OF SALEM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Web Site:

townofsalemnh.org

Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
33 Geremonty Drive

Office Hours:

Salem,

NH

03079

Crime Line

893-6600

Emergency Management Center
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890-2210
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DEPARTMENT NUMBERS:
~

General Information

Board of Selectmen
Town Manager
Assessing Department
Animal Control
Building Department (Permits
Capital Projects

""

^'
-'

890-2040
911

890-2200
890-2050
890-2070

& Inspections)

Planning Department

'

Police Department (Emergency Only)

1

•*!.

i

890-21 30

Works Department
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-

li!

|^ |J

Police Department (Non-Emergency)

U

"« /
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Transfer Station (Solid Waste WRecycling)

'"

"'

'

& Parks

.^^

«.

^^^.

^

^^

L.

^^

.

Purchasing Department
Recreation Department
Senior Citizens Center (Senior Services)

Tax Collection

Town Clerk

:*-w..,ww«-^

OTHER IMPORTANT NUMBERS:
Court

I
-

Fuel Assistance

890-2030
911
893-1 91

890-21 50

890-2164
890-2 1 7

Water Treatment Plant

^

|

JL
^^

890-2180
890-2090
890-2 1 40
890-2 1 90
890-2100

890-2110

'

^

''

893-4483
898-8435

893-6417
898-7064
890-2280
890-2 1 40

Housing Authority
Kelley Library

Museum
Field of Dreams Park

890-2390

890-2080
890-2030

Human Resources Department (Personnel)
Human Services Department (Public Assistance)

New

-

890-2033

Finance Department
Fire Department (Emergency Only)
Fire Department (Non-Emergency)

District

890-2120
890-2010
890-2020

Engineering Department

Cemeteries

V
W^l^
^

& Inspections)

Community Development

Public

890-2000
890-2 1 20

,

.

Management

Health Department (Permits

^
1/

& Playground

Hampshire Registry of Motor Vehicles (Information Message Only)

99

893-8734

